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Henry Wu reflects upon his days
in captivity.
See page 3...

Coaches bring
new attitude to
SJSU football.
See page 10...

Women’s soccer
loses exhibition
match.
See page 11...
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Downtown shooting rattles campus community
Two young men ale suspet ted of killing
Hernandez and wounding SJSU student
David Browne, 22, as the two longtime
friends walked to Browne’s South Eighth
Street apartment from San Jose Live, a
downtown nightclub, police said.
According to witness reports, two men
pulled guns on the students and demanded money. Hernandez pushed the gun
aside and the two men stepped back and
fired, shooting Hernandez in the head.
Hernandez died at the scene.
Browne, who isn’t speaking to the press,

Death of UC Berkeley student spurs
neighrhood to increase reward
By Ken McNeill
Swim Daily Staff Writer

Dozens of people came out in fan c yesterday distributing fliers to publiciie a
$40,000 reward leading to the arrest and
conviction of those responsible for the July
29 shooting death of a U.C. Berkeley stu-

dent near the San Jose State University
campus.
Relatives, friends, and co-workers of 22year-old Josh Hernandez could be seen
spreading the word of the reward between
West Vine Street, Almaden Avenue, and
First Street,

NiLS wiiuiidttl iii till’ SIP /11111t1,

An initial reward of $10,000 was offered
by Pyramid Technology in San Jose, where
Hernandez’s mother works as a human
resources coordinator, and Silicon
Graphics, where Hernandez worked as a
summer intent.
Since then, the reward has been bolstered to $40,000 by donations from
friends, family and co-workers in an effort
to enlist the public’s cooperation in stalled
police
investigations,
a
Pyramid
Technology spokesman said.

1 lie uardent serves as a reminder to students and faculty of the dangers surrounding the SJSU campus.
UniversitY Police Chief Richard Abeyta
urges students to be cognizant of safety
whets walking around campus, especially
at night.
Abeyta said common sense can play a
key role for students in protecting themselves, such as walking in groups or calling
the UPD escort service.
"Even from class to the parking garage,"
See Shooting, page 6

Caret delivers
inspiring speech
By Loretta McCarty

and cleaning all became priorities. He said the work
environment is important
to both students and faculty,
and that everyone should
help to keep it clean.
"The campus can no
longer look like or be perceived as a walled fortress,
separate from the city,"
Caret said. "We need to
become a part of the core
city by planning our facility
for the next century."
He announced that with
the help of community volunteers the campus has put
together guidelines to help
the campus "come together" and to reflect a partnership with the community.
Within the next 10 years,
Caret said students and faculty will see a new humanities building, anew science
wing. a new libran addition,
new parking and residential
facilities, a student-funded
day care center, and several
important renovations.
Caret also addressed several major issues now facing
the campus: campus climate, student success, information literacy, information
See Speech. page 6
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President Robert L. Caret
delivered his first back-to
school
state
of
the
iyersity address to a
pa( Keil house of faculty
members in Morris Dailey
Auditorium
Wednesday
afternoon.
Caret welcomed back the
faculty and outlined how he
plans to position the university for the next century.
Faced with a half-million
dollar cut in the 1996 operating budget and declining
enrollment, Caret emphasized the need to change
the way the university does
business.
After acknowledging a
tendency to focus on the
operating budget ana
immediate needs, Caret
said the capital budget
that portion of the budget
related to the physical plant
was equally important.
Caret said he envisioned
a "cleaner, safer, prettier
and happier" campus. This
summer, buildings were
painted and windows were
washed for the first time in
years. Trimming, planting

is /11.1

SJSU President Robert L. Caret makes his point to faculty and staff Thursday afternnon in Morris Dailey Auditorium.

New official addreses campus climate
By Justin Carder
Spartan Daily Siff Writer

The duties of Gabriel Reyes’
new position as San Jose State
University’s Special Assistant to
the President for campus climate is
so potentially expansive and the
duties so undefined, officials say
even the long title is temporary.
"It’s a position that is being put
its place for this year to be evaluated and altered," said Lela Llorens,
who was selected by SJSU president Robert L. Caret to head the
Special Assistant search committee.
"I expect the position to continue in some form but with appropriate changes," she said.
Reyes left his position as director

of
Equity
Research and
Analytical
Services
at
SJSU for the
t
newly-created
post. Since his
days as an
English-as-aSecondLanguage
REYES
instructor, Reyes
has served as
director of various offices within
the Educational Opportunity program at SJSU.
"I think the president made a
good decision," Llorens said.
"(Reyes) has been here for over 25
years. People know him."
Reyes received his bachelor’s

degree in political science horn
SJSU in 1972 and a master’s
degree in Mexican-American
Studies from SJSU four years later.
He has since completed post graduate work in education at Stanford
and is completing his Ed.D. in
education leadership at the
University of Southern California.
Despite the nebulous nature of
his new role, Reyes knows what he
wants the Special Assistant to the
President for campus climate to
be.
"The events of last semester
show there is a need for (my) position. Someone has to find out how
the campus is feeling," Reyes said.
Last spring, protesters and camSee Reyes, page 7

Provost brings credentials to SJSU
By Danthanh Huynh
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Sall Jose State University welcomes its new provost to campus
this semester. SJSU President
Robert Caret appointed Linda L.
Bain, 54, former head of Cal State
School
of
Northridge’s
Communication, Health and
Humus Services to the position.
Bain, who began working in
early August, will serve as provost
and vice president for academic
affairs with responsibility for the
university’s eight colleges and the
planning, development, and assessment of its academic programs.
The provost also serves as the
senior executive for SJSU in the

president’s
absence.
"My reaction
to the campus
has been pleasant. I enjoy the
I’ve
people
met, but I
haven’t had the
time to be
BAIN
acquainted with
the
campus,"
Bain said.
She has been busy reading literature about SJSU and getting
familiar with the campus community.
Baits was attracted to SJSU’s
urban setting and size, which she
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said is similar to the other college’s
she has worked at. Before coming
to CSU Northridge, Bain was an
associate dean at the University of
Houston. She also has taught at
the University of Illinois and the
University of Michigan.
At CSU Northridge, she oversaw
eight academic departments, an
interdisciplinary program in child
development, the National Center
on Deafness, and a public radio
station. There, Bain was also
involved with her COMMUIlliV. She
established a student service center for at-risk students that (Meted
advising and support.
Spero Bowman, an academic
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You can get there from here
Campus
officials try
to help
students
find their
way through
the campus
maze

By Kt.i Koy

t.II

Whether students are new to -se
State or returning for another si
stet,
the labyrnth-like construction of the campus’ pedestrian mall is hard to miss.
The pedestrian mall will be a set of
walkways running along San Carlos
Street between Fourth and Seventh
streets and through the (einei of the

and new street lights.
Dan Johnson. director of SS
Facilities Development and Operation.
said the final plan is to open tip the campus to passersby and create a comfortable place tor students to interact with
one another
Johnson hopes the campus face lift will
bring about a better self-image to the
See Construction, page 6
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See Provost, page 7

Presidental race

Football reception

AIDS in semen

Ringo exits early

California Gov. Pete Wilson’s fOImula for winning the White
House begins with two risky
caluculations.

Blast from the past and hopefuls
for the future will gather together for a night of hype and hoopla
before the big Stanford game.

More than one in every five
semen samples from HIV-infected men contain live specimens
of the virus that causes AIDS.

A family illness has forced Ringo
Starr and his All -Starr Band to
scratch their remaining dates on
their U.S. tour.
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If You Don’t Know, Now You Know

Welcome to the campus voice
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Just Thinking

What a long strange trip it was
No matter the
venue, Jerry was
simply the kind of
man fans drove
thousands of miles
to see.
He was the heart and soul of the
band for thirty years. His love for
music was so intense, he even
played smaller, local clubs with his
self-named band, while the other
members of the Dead were on
vacation.
No matter the venue, Jerry was
simply the kind of man fans drove
thousands of miles to see. Most of
the time he played brilliantly;
sometimes he stumbled through
the set like a zombie.
Still, despite his years of hard living, you could always count on
there being a Dead show, sometimes up to a hundred of them a
year. The Grateful Dead have consistently sold-out so many arena
shows over the past three decades,
that they have become one of the
top-grossing live acts in history.
In eight years, I’ve seen the
Dead in concert 18 times. I’ll
always have those memories.., or
most of them.
Unfortunately the legend of the
great cultural phenomenon, called

iii iii
icad will
torever be
tainted by a
newer cultural phenomenon,
called heroin.
Whoever
thought
Jennifer Ferguson society
might long
for the casual use of the so-called
simpler drugs, such as marijuana,
mushrooms and acid, so widely
used years ago;..
Then again, who ever thought
that Jerry ( ;arcia would sin I. IlMb
to the horror of heroin like so
ntain others both great and small?
In tribute, I think proceeds
should be taken from the corporation built mound the Grateful
Dead, which ylld ci it ithing from
neck ties Ii. will halls, awl used to
establish a ding ’,habilitation program and dcdicatekri 111(1111,1V
to helping boil: the voting and the
old beat the addiction hat took a
truly ulented tnan Exit cit his time.
"Fare y on well. fare ii i We love
you mot e hun words ciii tell."

lish both of these
goals, because we
want you to pick this piper up and praise us or slain
its.
We truly want to know how you feel. Throughout
the semester, we hope to stir our readers up enough
to make them say."Wow, did you see the Daily?"
Why? Because this is your voice. We aren’t happy
unless you are happy. I’m reminded of a saying by former Black Panther Party leader Huey P. Newton, "I
am we."
This is how we feel here at the Daily. We are here as
your vehicle to the rest of the campus, and vice versa.
And as fellow students. who else would be better representing you?
We are just messengers of the information we find
on this campus and this world. And we want to bring
it to you in the most informative way possible.
So, sit down, and buckle up and prepare yourself
for a ride with the Spartan Daily crew. We want your
time and your mind with us to help make this publication the best it can be.

Larry Lee is the
Spartan Daily
berrutilw Editor

Opinion page
policies
The Spartan Daily is committed to sharing broad range of
opinions with the community,
and readers are encouraged to
express themselves on the
Opinion page with a Letter to
the Editor or Gunpus Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor is a 200word response to an issue or
point of view that has appeared
in the Spartan Daily.
A Campus Viewpoint is a 300to 500-word essay (two double
spaced pages) on current campus, political or personal issues.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and
may be edited for clarity, grammar,
libel
and
length.
Submissions must contain the
author’s name, address, phone
number, signature and major.
Submissions must be typed or
submitted on a 3.5" disk using

le.rmiltor Fnkrioan Ii the
1)(116
Veim Editot

Microsoft
Word
on
the
Macintosh. Always provide a
printout of the piece.
Submissions may be put in the
Letters to the Editor box at
the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bentel Hall room 209,
sent by fax to (408) 924-3237 or
mailed to the Spartan Daily
Forum Editor, School of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washiligton
Square, San Jose, CA, 951920119.
Editorials are written by, and
are the consensus of the
Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions do not
necessarily reflect the views of
the Spartan Daily, the School
of Journalism
and
Mass
COIllmunications or SJSILI.

Attention
Artists
Ile Spartan Daily is actively
recruiting San Jose State artists
interested in drawing political cartoons.
Political artists should have
good drawing skills, keep up with
current events and have a strong
position on issues.
If you are interested in becoming a Spartan Daily political cartoonist, submit your cartoons at
the Spartan Daily office its Dwight
Bente!
Hall,
room
209.
Submissions should include the
artist’s name, address and phone
number.
The cartoons will be reviewed
by Spartan Daily editors and artists
will be notified by phone if their
cat totals are to be published.

Spartan Dail’ y _
Editorial

Go Ahead and Make My Day

Executive Editor
City Editor
News Editor
Photo Editor
Forum Editor
Sports Editor
Day Editors

Open season on the forum page!
If there’s a social or
political issue that’s
burning a hole in your
guts, dip your pen in
the bile and write.

to the forum!
WIelcome
n the past, soapboxes
were often used as a
makeshift platform for spontaneous oratory. People seeking to
influence public opinion, or simply wanting to make theirs known
would stand up on the box and
address all who would listen on
whatever issue burned in their
guts.
I want you to see this page as your soapbox. I am
declaring an open season on this page, all semester
long. The type of forum to be cultivated here will
reflect philosophy and politics. Here the truly profound and the numbingly banal will discover peaceful
coexistence.
Here we may find essays on reflections on mortality
derived from the cutting of one’s finger while peeling
pears, to ecological Armageddon or global war.
Last semester, writers explored subjects as diverse
as the existence of God, the merits of automobiles,
the rights of students to protest, and the agony of
parking here at SJSU.
They kvetched about the insensitivity of the many
in regarding the few. Professors wrote to praise or
condemn student actions. Students used this page to
defend those same actions, and to explain their grievances.
Sometimes it was even possible to garner a deeper
understanding of the various perspectives offered.
Believe it or not, this is progress. At the end of the
semester, you could scan this page and gain a sense of
the character and personality of this campus. The
good, the bad and the ugly were here in all their
ragged glory.
While I would like to say that there are no taboos
whatsoever on this page, that is not the case. It is true
that there are very few propositions that won’t be
allowed to stand or fall on their own merits on this
page, but would-be contributors are warned: Stick

Daily, but when
you do pick it
up, we want
you to be
informed
and entertained.
Hopefully
we can do
1 things
that will
accomLarry Lee

I am reminded of a
saying by former
Black Panther Party
leader Huey P.
Newton, "I am we."

. claimin9
the sky is
falling

1VVednescias, August 9, 1995,
could have passed for any
normal summer day.
I woke up early, to the sun peeking through the Venetian blinds,
freckling my face with light. In the
distance, the sound of chirping
birds mixed with the music coming from the ice cream truck making lazy circles around the block.
Had I known that while I was
sleeping, the rest of the world was
already buzzing with the news of
Jerry Garcia’s untimely death, I
would have stayed in bed and
pulled the covers up over my head
in a fetal attempt to erase the
nightmare away.
Dead at 53? Impossible. The
Grateful Dead were going to outlive us all. My children, whom I
haven’t even had yet, were going
to sit in the audience someday, a
smile upon their lips, a glazed look
in their eyes.
Or so I had always imagined.
Now, not only will my children
never experience the spontaneous
celebration or the sense of community each Dead show has to
offer, but neither will I nor millions of other fans be ablP to ever
again.
For in quicker than the time it
takes to scan this newspaper page,
three generations of Deadheads
lost their Uncle Jerry and one of
the most remarkable bands of all
times.
Because without Jerry Garcia,
the Grateful Dead is deceased.

suit is shining, the sky is blue
Tin.
.ual the hilt’s are singing. What
a perfect nine to sit in a classloom listening to professors go on
and on about assignments and attendance, right?
OK, maybe not, but you’re here
anyway. And unless your parents sent
you to San Jose State to get you off
their couch and front in front of the
television set, you are here to get a
complete education.
And what is a coinplete education anyway? Is it an
experience that involves partying and socializing
while working your way toward a degree? Could it be
burying yourself in your textbooks and graduating
summa corn laude? Or could it be a serious eflOrt at
becoming a well-rounded contributing member of
society?
Each person has their own point of view. We all
know at least one person who is taking one of those
routes toward their degree.
Whatever your method may be, one of the most
important aspects of becoming an active member of
society is learning what is going on in the world. But
what is more important to you is, how do these things
impact you or your family.
That’s why we’re here.
The Spartan Daily is written, designed and produced hi Sall Jose State students. It is a lab-like situation whi ii Itidents are responsible for producing a
daily id ills illsn.
What does this mean? It means we put news and
item’c that are important to us, which me.ms we feel
the% ii e important to you.
It is this sense of importance that brings us back to
the iiewsroom every day to help students and faculty
become more aware of what is going on in the world,
the u ’,Juin v. California, San Jose and this u ustipus.
Wcill,.idy know that few of vou actual! \ !cad the

the high ground.
Purely personal
attacks that can
be construed
as libelous will
not be
printed.
Li ken
uninterrupted
strings of
Otto Waldorf
obs(enitie,
will Ix. edited. If nothing remains, nothing will
appear in the Daily.
Leave the Daily a phone number or some other
means of contacting you. We may have questions
about one or another turn of phrasc, and we wish to
represent your opinions as accurately as we receive
them.
I can’t force anyone to write letters or campus viewpoints to the Spartms Daily for inclusion on this page.
But this platform does not exist for the editors of the
daily or students ofjounialism alone. Anyone who
forms part of the San Jose State University community
is welcome.
So if you’ve got a gripe, write and get it off your
chest. If you think the Daily is all wet, write and tell us
why. If administrative snafus have delayed your graduation until the next millennium, we want to hear
about it. If there’s a social or political issue that’s
burning a hole in your guts, clip your pen in the bile
and write.
This page is your soapbox. All you haVe to do is
step tip.
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Prosecutor’s misreading Seized wedding ring
of law leads to dismissal causes Wu’s misery
of drug possession case

SPARTA
3 GUIDE
VSU’s Weekly Calendar

TODAY

SANTA ANA, Calif. (AP)
Narcotics charges against crimin.11
suspects caught with drugs iii
Orange County jails were reduced
or dismissed by prosecutors who
misinterpreted a law requiring
warning signs, records show.
State law requires posting of
signs warning inmates and visitors
this could he imprisoned for
brit gil ig drugs into jail. However,
prior to May 1, the county’s jail
signs only warned that drug possession was a felony, but gave no punishment range.
As a result, inmates who should
have faced felony charges punishable by up to four years in prison
had their cases dismissed or were
given the opportunity to plead
guilty to lesser charges, according
to court documents.
The public defender’s office
said it handled at least eight such
cases, bin the district attorney’s
office said it tt pit all% tiles 10 to 15
such cases a month, so many more
drug possession cases could have
been involved.
An inmate’s legal challenge to
the practice of handing out lighter
sentences
made
prosecutors
rethink the policy.
"Until we were sure, we were
leaning over backward for these
defendants," said Deputy District
Attorney Carl W. Armbrust.
"Please believe that we’re not soft
on criminals who have drugs. We
just gave them the benefit of the

TUESDAY

Catholic Campus
Ministry/Newman
Community
Open house, 2:00p.m.-4:00
p.m., 195 E. Sall rrrlialldi) St.,
The John XXIII Building. Call
9381610.
IFC
Fratentity Info Tables
2:01/pria Student
Union, Art Quad. Call 9245950.
Panhellenic
Stain its Recruitment Tables
10a.m. - 3:00p.m. Student
Union, Art Quad. Cali 924
5950.
SJSU Choirs
Auditions for new singers
10a.m. - 4p .m. School of
Music, Rm. 262. Call 924-4332.

IFC Fraternity Info Tables
8:30a.m. - 2:(X/p.m. Snolen t
Union, Art Quad. Call 9245950.
Panhellenic
Sorority Recruitment Tables
10a.m. - 3A/p.m. Student
Union, Art Quad. Call 9245950.
SJSU Choirs
Auditions for new singers
10a.m. - 4:00p.m. School of
Music, Rill. 262. CAII 924-4332.
Career Center
On-Gunpus Interview
Orientation 12:30p.m.
Engineering Bldg. Ran 189. Call
924-6033.
Improvised Music Studies
Mariachi Win kshop 7p.m.9:30p.m. Music Bldg. in 186.
Call 292-6230.

Sparta (;iiide is free!!! 111,1 available to sit dents. faculty & stall associat,,,ns. Deadline is 5pin two dis S tor, publicati,’I I 1,,rins available at
dill ’210. Elltric, iris Ii iii I 1.. alloW for Spat 1,strirtions

[11,1 licy a while ott this one."
calitot lila law stales, "Any person isini, loietwitigh has in his or
bet 11.1,1,111.11 ill ... any county jail
at ( .11111 ,,Iled substances ... is
guilty of a felony punishable by
imprisonment in state ,prison for
two, three or four years.
The law also states "the prohibitions and sanctions addressed in
this section shall be clearly and
prominently posted outside of,
and at the entrance to, the
grounds of all detention facilities

Without any legal research,
prosecutors decided that they
couldn’t file a felony charge if the
proper signs had not been posted.
That policy lasted from late March
to late May.
Armhnist said his office had not
undertaken an analysis to see how
main i isis were affected by the
point. III May, new signs were posted that clearly spell out the prison
range.
Reflecting on the situation,
Armbrust conceded it always
seemed odd to him that a sign
needed to be posted warning anyone not to get caught with drugs
in a jail.
"Axe we going to post signs saying inmates shouldn t rape or murder each other?" he said. "I’m
dead set against people having
drugs at all and there should be
another point against them if they
have it in jail."

UFO’s and cosmic muffins all part of the Mount Shasta magic
Wl
..1111. (API
Hint
Stiunps said slur saw a refugee hoot
a lost continent who lives in the
volcano at Mount Shasta.
Sharon Rose has seen [’Fos
over the volcano. She also believes
the mountain spews energy that
helps people deal with negative
feelings.
Rose said she heard a disembodied voice say, "Welcome, you’re
home," when she first saw the
ttlOtttttlsifl.
Giant faces of spirits sometimes
appear on the 14,161 -foot peak,
sirsTi rite Anna Binder, who goes
I., hr nickname Prime Cake.
All three people and scot es

-

I hi’ 111,,l1111,1111,- 16,m.stint
more are called 11, Mil tnt if in!Cs
sit in the vortex and you stcw
by some longtime r esidents. 1 lin ,
I lir. \ ortex brings unhappiness
are New Age belle ers who ha \
flocked to the small towns of Weed and sorrow to the surface for resoand Mount Shasta at the base of lution. It helps you empty out.
"It’s hell. Tears come up. Entire
the mountain.
"The fake core beliefs you were concepts of what life is about go
raised with begin dropping away out the window. It’s very disconcerting. It’s like, who am I?" Rose
here," Rose said.
Weed and Mount Shasta, 260 said.
Long-time residents don’t think
miles north of San Francisco, have
the mountain is all that mysterious.
Age
capitals.
become
New
"I was born and raised here. I’ve
Believers among the combined
population of 111,M. than 7,000 never seen a UFO or someone
immerse themselx es in alternative from a lost continent and I’ve
never felt a vortex," said Josie
lifestyles and phi’, ...opines.
"We’re apart f tin the rest of the Merrill, a 42-year-old waitress.
But the newcomers are credited
world and we’ e in the energy vor-

with helping the sagging ri otonny
of this timber and tourist region.
Mount Shasta is among several
volcanoes in the Cascade Range.
The range includes Mount St.
Helens, which blew its top in 1980.
Shasta is considered among the
most likely volcanoes in the lower
48 states to erupt sometime in the
future. Its last eruption was in
1786.
Many of the New Age believers
got their first look at the mountain
in 1987, when 5,000 people held a
"harmonic convergence" to celebrate a planetary alignment. Some
never left. Others returned to stay.

Wit, whit Used a cane to walk
in and out of the culture center ber :MSC of an injury he suffered years ago at a labor
camp, said his body needed to
heal and he still had to pay bills
for this summer’s trip.
1 heti he added passionately,
"But t Jana is my motherland,
the land of my blood and my
tears. My parents, my former
inmates and my former countrymen are over there."
Mrs. Wu said the couple had
not talked about the possibility
of another trip, but she
seemed to have undergone a
change of
is
Ilit
heart
%AA’. iii it my
id
towards her
it conhusband’s
eei It," Wu
self-imposed
said
mission.
through a
"I
translator.
have a lot
"But I WAS
more expevery conrience
cerned
about these
about the
of
Henry Wu kinds
1St
Human rights activist things now,"
of rii
she
said.
"I
chologic al
shirk
1
collapse."
should learn
Wu, who
more about
19
spent
years as a political prisoner in the LI, ,gai system."
., said he risked life and
Chinese labor camps before
emigrating tic the United States Micro. to personally document
in 1985. isas arrested at a alleged human rights abuses
remote hot clef crossing June because "I had to see it by my
19 on his lutist trip to gather own eye. I had to see the eviChina’s dence."
atonic
evidence
He said it remains unknown
" reform-thoutz, I i-labor" prison
how many labor camps exist in
system. :tiledIii cgrui."
:hum and exactly what condiIli, %site. clang-Lee Chen,
had it tett Ii, 1,11k hint out of tions political prisoners are
making this last fateful trip to being tear ed tic endure.
Wit’s status as an American
homeland.
tor trier
his
Reunited with her Thursday Cill/c11 won him VIP treatment
after a frightening roller coast- in China. And in the end, his
er ride in which he lost his lib- wedding ring, camera and
erty and gained it back again, camcorder were returned to
Wu said he learned a valuable him.
"If you were not an
lesson: "Listen to your wife."
Seated side by side on a American, you would not be
stage decorated with yellow treated this well," he was told
flowers and a huge yellow ban- by his guards.
lie was held at a resort villa
ner declaring that Harry Wu
had been freed, the two looked beside a lake and was well fed.
into each other’s eyes frequent- But three guards accompanied
ly while taking questions front him at all times, even when he
went to the bathroom. During
the audience.
But neither appeared ready his captivity he read books,
to rule OM future missions to bantered with his captors and
beat them at games of chess.
China.

St :NNYVALE, a I ,t
Harry Wo’s darkesi hour during 66 days of captivity in
China came when prison officials who wanted him to confess to spying took away his
wedding ring, the human
rights activist said on Sunday.
The 58-yeat-old naturalited
American cittoli told about
200 supporters At A reception
for him at the Chitiew
Anti -tic an I iulture Center that
was the ot !s time he got on his
knees and I iegged
"The iii ct of Communist
:hina agat I Ill Iii personal safe-

I was very concerned about
the possibility of my
psychological collapse.
IP

Go Greek

The Fraternities and Sororities of San Jose State
Welcome Barry Swenson
San Jose State Alumni Barry Swenson will be speaking at the Student
Union Amphitheater Wednesday, August 30, 1995 at 12:00 noon.
A raffle for a $50.00 gift certificate for Spartan Shops will be held at the
end of the event.
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AMDAHL WELCOMES
THE SPARTANS BACK TO SCHOOL!

We will be interviewing on campus for co-op
and regular full time employees. See you at the
Fall and Spring Career Fairs.

Amdahl implements total Information Technology business solutions. We
approach each aspect of an overall customer project individually to
achieve specific objectives enterprise -wide. Our extensive resources,
industry experience and expanded Information Technology direction
enable us to step up to current industry challenges.

If you miss us on campus, please send your resume to Amdahl
Corporation, Staffing Dept. 950814, 1250 East Arques Ave., P.O. Box
3470, MS 300, Sunnyvale, CA 94088-3470, Fax (408) 746-7114 or
E-mail (ASCII text): jobs@amdahl.com. Principals only, please. Amdahl
is proud to be an equal opportunity employer through affirmative action.

Our success depends upon the contribution of our employees. If you are
a self starter and desire to do a good job, we will provide the opportunity
to build your technical and business skills.

arndahl
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I’ll Trade Ya Two Professors for One Cageball
Il)S1 \I \RII\I
Littti
%% Het

WTI. the craze is cards.
Eat h student received a set of 50 cards.
That is, 50 of the suite card; the same picture on the front, the same information
on the back. The idea is to trade off with
other students to complete the set of 24
professors. 14 buildings and 12 WPI traditions.
Assistant Dean Chris Jachimowicz and
other school officials had toyed with using
a more high-tech approach to break the
ice. but figured the trading cards would
fsste the math and science whiz kids
is acted to the school to mingle a little
in, a e.
lachisnowicz grew up trading cards. A
ti lends father had been a security guard
it
lopps Co. in Brooklyn and often
brought home odd packs of cards and
bubble gum for the boys.
He never really got into collecting the
sp,srts cards, but still has complete sets
ii some 1970s tele s isi on shows, like
owe Back, konei and "The Six
l3iiias

Matthew
WORCESTER. Mass. (API
Denicourt had been on campus only a tew
days and already he was a marked man.
He was the Cageball nihm. the kid with the
trading card all the other freshmen needed.
It was -Tuesday, and Denicourt and his
690 classmates had just one inure day to
finagle their way into complete sets of 50
campus trading ea: ds. the latest ploy to
help new students get to know Worcester
Polytechnic Institute and each other
quickly.
It’s orientation time for incoming freshmen and transfer studenis at colleges
nationwide. And schools at, siting to keep
their introductions inteis.i.og. mixing
cookouts with commit in s lie de, usskin groups with square dal is
Or scavenger hunts. Human bingo.
Even a giant gaol:

CARE LSAT GMAT
SAT 1 CBEST
0
directora s ,vriten
(g: JYeersry. Booubrrowh
0
over 20 national best-selling
books on lest prepartion...
O Yes. our programs are
absolutely up -to -dale.
O Yes, we have a free
repeat policy
Yes. all programs are on
C%ampus
ID Yes all instructors are
fully credentialed with
advanced degrees

0

0
0
0

(i) Yes. all of your materials
are included in one. low
program fee.
O Yes we administer
programs tor 26 California
State Universities. colleges
and law schools..
Yes, we prepare over
17.000 students each and
every year
Yes, we’ve been helping
students prepare tor tests for
the past 20 years

O

O
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At first it was really cool. People would swarm me. I got like thirty
cards for one Cageball.
Student
Johnston, Rhode Isalnd

Million Dollar Man." The pride of his collection, though. is a set from the 1968
movie "Planet of the Apes."
So when Jachimowicz took charge of
the new student orientation, the trading
card format seemed a natural fit.
"There is a lot of information the students need in the first few weeks," he said.
"The people who have the information
they need? They need to know what they
look like. The buildings? There they are."

Despite leads, sweatshop missed by officials
El. MONTE, Calif. (AP) State
senators quizzed federal and local
officials Friday on how an apartment complex served as a virtual
prison for garment workers despite
repeated tips, surveillance and
inspections.
Garment makers, their immigrant employees and a representative of major retailers were called
to testify at a hearing into labor
abuse of people who make designer clothes.
The hearing stemmed from a
series of raids on four Southern
California sweatshops, where investigators found workers living in
what they called slave-like conditions, and evidence they had been
cheated on wages and overtime.
Much of the session was filled
with agitated trading of accusations with the Immigration and
Naturalization Service, the U.S.
attorney’s office and the city of El
Monte collecting most of the complaints.
The INS received a tip about the
El Monte complex from an anonymous worker. INS agents launched
a surveillance of the complex, but
took no action.
William Slattery, executive associate commissioner for INS field
operations, said that while agents
observed trucks delivering and
picking up garments, scraps and
pieces of clothing, "no evidence
was obtained to support the initial
anonymous information that peo-

WELCOME BACK
Admissions and Records is expanding office hours. Starting this fall, August 28,
we will be open from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM, Monday through Friday throughout
the term.On Wednesdays we will remain open until 6:30 PM. We’re in Wahlquist
Central behind the rosebushes and we look forward to working with you as the
term progresses.
ADDS AND DROPS:
Remember that you can now add and drop your classes through TOUCH-SJSU
(283-7578). In order to add a class, you must get an add permit code from the
instructor. Use the add permit code together with the class schedule code to
add the class. No special codes are required to drop a class, if you drop by the
deadline.

IMPORTANT DATES:
August 28
September

1

September 4
September 8

First day of classes
Deadline to drop and receive a refund for classes
that meet more than once a week
Labor Day - campus closed
Deadline to add classes and pay fees
Deadline for
Academic Renewal
Credit Options
Audit Options

The deadline to drop and receive a refund for classes that meet once a week is the
day after the second class meeting.

REVISIONS TO THE FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE:
The Final Examination Schedule published in the Fall 1995 Schedule of Classes
is incorrect for late afternoon and evening classes. Please refer to the schedule
listed here for final exam dates and times for those classes.
Late Afternoon Classes
Regular Class Time.
1730-Mon.
1730-Tues.
1730-Wed.
1730-Thors
1730-Fri

Final Exam Day:
Monday. Dec. 18
Tuesday, Dec. 19
Wednesday, Dec. 13
Thursday, Dec. 14
Friday, Dec. 15

Final Exam Time:
1715-1930
1715-1930
1715-1930
1715-1930
1715-1930

Final Exam Day:
Monday, Dec. 18
Tuesday, Dec. 19
Wednesday, Dec. 13
Thursday, Dec. 14

1945-2200
1945-2200
1945-2200
1945-2200

ple were being held witist their
will, or that aliens were involved."
State Sen. Richard Mountjoy, RArcadia, assailed the INS’s handling of the matter, saying it
ignored clear signs something was
amiss.
"It’s astounding to me that you
had this information and you
ignored it," Mountjoy said.
State Sen. Tom Hayden, D-Santa
Monica, was equally incredulous
that
the
INS failed
to put the
pieces
together.
"It
wouldn’t
have been
the corporate headquarters of
a Fortune
500 company, would
he
it?"
asked Slattery of the residential
complex that appeared to have no
residents.
Slattery defended the INS’s conduct, saying the U.S. attorney’s
office declined to give it the warrant it needed to investigate further.
The federal prosecutors said
they needed more evidence before
issuing a search warrant, Slattery
said.
Representatives for retailers said
they cannot assume the liability for
how their clothes are produced.
"Turning retail merchandisers
into INS agents and labor inspectors is neither an appropriate nor
effective solution to the problem,"
said Robert Hall, vice president of

id

,Jsuitt Reno to iiiestigate lederal
the National Retail Foundation.
He and another retail represen- authorities’ handling of the El
tative said the state should spend Monte sweatshop case.
U.S. Attorney Nora Manella was
more to investigate work conditions, and that the public must not invited to speak at the daylong
assume retailers condone or hearing, but declined. "We do not
encourage sweatshops because want to jeopardize (the) prosecuthey inadvertently sell clothes tion (of this case) or our continuing investigation," Manella said in
made in them.
City officials said Friday they a letter sent to Sen. Hilda Solis, an
inspected the fortress-like com- El Monte Democrat, who schedpound in El Monte twice in early uled the meeting.
Manella did submit a statement
and late
1993, fob- outlining the indictment against
the sweatshop operators, but it
lowing
failed to answer why her office
comrefused to issue warrants in 1992
plaints
about an and again in 1995.
The daylong hearing sought to
iron
it.
explore .remedies to protect garfence
and
a ment workers from sub-standard
Richard Mountjoy report
working conditions which offiState senator that
a cials said were prevalent in such
operations.
business
In the Aug. 3 raid at the El
was
Monte sewing plant, 72 Thai immibeing
conduct- grants were forced to work up to
ed in the residentially zoned prop- 150 hours a week.
erty.
Eight people pleaded innocent
James
Mussenden,
code last week to charges they recruited
enforcement supervisor for El the Thai nationals from their
Monte, said the inspections native country then harbored
revealed nothing out of the ordi- them as slave laborers. A ninth
nary.
defendant apparently fled to
Hayden asked why the inspec- Thailand.
tions failed to explain why a ’TMl
Many were being forced to work
unit was both devoid of visible ten- to pay off the smugglers who
ants and surrounded by barbed brought them from Southeast
wire.
Asia, Investigators said.
"The apartment did not appear
Victoria Bradshaw, the state
to be a compound," he said. He labor commissioner, said there is a
admitted that city officials did not growing cottage industry in smugenter the property on one inspec- gling garment workers.
tion tour, opting to examine the
"There may in fact be a ring
unit from the street.
operating to smuggle people in for
Gov. Pete Wilson called the very purpose of working in
Thursday for Attorney General sweatshops," Bradshaw said.

It’s astounding to me that you had
this information and you ignored

If

Gas pump prices drop one cent per gallon
LOS ANGELES (AP)
Gasoline prices dropped a penny
per gallon during the past two
weeks due to fierce competition
among retailers as the summer driving season nears a close, an oil
industry analyst said Sunday.
The nationwide average, including all grades and taxes, was 120.73
cents per gallon Friday, compared
to the Aug. 11 average of 121.73
cents per gallon, said Trilby

Lundberg, publisher of the twicemonthly Lundberg Survey.
"Competition is the main cause
for the drop," said Lundberg, who
polls 10,000 gas stations. "Demand
is high and retailers are competing
fiercely for sales.
"The prices today are more than
4 cents lower than the same time
last year."
The average price per gallon,
including taxes, at self-service

pumps was. 113.96 cents for
unleaded regular, 124.03 cents for
mid-grade unleaded, 132.26 cents
for unleaded premium and 113.87
cents for leaded regular.
At full-service pumps, the average was: 150.51 cents for unleaded
regular, 159.19 cents for mid-grade
unleaded, 166.12 cents for unleaded premium and 151.18 cents for
leaded regular.

rWOW....OPEN CLASSES.:
IN THE SCHOOL OF JOURNALISM AND MASS COMMUNICATIONS
ARE WAITING FOR YOU TODAY!
TITLE
COURSE
Adv 116* Ad Staff
Adv
Jour
Jour
PR

TIME/DAY
CLASS
M -F 1330-1620 DBH 2091

INSTRUCTOR
QUINTON

122* Bus.to Bus Adv.
TA
6113* Radio TV News Wrtg.TR

1330-1445 CCB 101
1500-1615 DBH 224

155* Magazine Editing

MW

1500-1615 DBH

213

GOTLIFFE

192* Seminar in PR

TR

1330-1445 DBH
1630-1745 DBH

225

WILCOX

133

BALDWIN

Mcom 96A* Visual Comm.

MW

JORDAN
RUCKER

CHOOSE FROM ONE OF
THESE CLASSES AND
RECEIVE FREE KNOWLEDGE

Night Classes
Regular Class Time:
Monday night
Tuesday night
Weds. night
Thrircday night

The cards really took off, too.
Within minutes of their distribution,
about 200 students huddled in a parking
lot for some frenzied trading that at one
point blocked traffic. By early afternoon,
some students needed just one more card.
Denicourt’s card.
"At first it was really cool. People would
swarm me," the 18-year-old from Johnston,
R.I., said while waiting in line to sign up
for classes. "I got like 30 cards for one

Cageball.
Now, though, it’s like people hate me.
They say, ’Hey, he’s the guy with all the
Cageball.’"
Cageball. for those who either didn’t
attend WPI or haven’t seen the trading
card, caught on here in the 1930s and pits
teams of 50 against each other in a pushing match over an 8-foot-wide leather ball.
Adam Viera had never heard of it and
hoped never to again. "Don’t talk to me
about Cageball," the 17-year-old from
Assonet, Mass., said with a groan. He gave
up trading cards with a() to go.
But not Sarah Tranes. She needed just
one more card and it wasn’t a Cageball
card, either. She got that one for free.
"The information on these things has
been really helpful, but this hasn’t been a
real friendship sort of thing. You are
wheeling and dealing for something you
want," said Tranes, a pre-veterinary major
from Norwich, Conn.

Final Exam Time:

ENROLLMENT VERIFICATION FOR LOAN DEFERMENTS:
San Jose State University is now using a national clearinghouse to verify enrollments for most loan deferments. Enrollment verification requests submitted to
Admissions and Records will be mailed to the clearinghouse within five days and
the clearinghouse will respond to the lender within a week. This service will result
in more accurate reporting of enrollment data and will in some cases result in
fewer requests from lenders.

For more information on these classes call 924-3240

’OFFER LIMITED TO DESKS IN CLASSROOM. SEE INSTRUCTOR FOR DETAILS
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MEAT LOAF
Its served every Thursday in the dining hall. And the
scary thing is. people actually eat it. Maybe they dont
see those white chunks floating in the gray beef. Or
maybe they’re just really hungry. Whatever their reason.
you w ant no part of it. You know what great meat loaf
is all about. NOti had the best for 18 years. So you call
morn to let her know he’s the Queen of Meat Loaf.
Its a special moment between mother and son.
1

For long-distance calls Savings based on a 3-minute AT&T operator-dialed interstate call

5
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Construction

section between Fourth and
From page 1
campus. "We want people to feel Seventh streets to be completed by
the Oct. 6 inauguration of SJSU
OK about coming on campus."
Although things may be a little president Robert L Caret.
Zavagno said the most disrupjumbled now, returning students
will find it much easier to make tiv e area of construction during
their way around campus with the semester will be on Ninth
some new pathways. Steps are Street.
The probeing made to
ject began on
help students
Oct.
17,
1994
navigate themand
both
selves through
Johnson and
the construcJim Zavagno of
tion frenzy.
campus planStudents can
ning said they
see diagrams
were pleased
placed at the
with
the
Tenth
and
progress, conSeventh street
sidering
the
garages to let
area’s very wet
them
know
winter.
None
of
what pathways
the
cement
open.
are
SJSU’s Jim Zavango of campus could be laid down until the rain
planning said these pathways will ceased.
Along the final pathways there
be changing as construction progresses, but they will clearly mark will be three fountains: one at
where to go and where not to go, Seventh Street and San Carlos;
especially during the first week of one at the Seventh Street plaza,
between the music building and
school.
San Carlos Street has become the Student Union; and the third
more open between Fourth and on Ninth Street, east of the
Seventh streets. The benches are Student Union.
The construction should continalready out, and the lights are up
and functioning. The orange fenc- ue throughout the rest of the year.
ing still standing is to keep stu- Johnson said the main goal is to
have the entire project done by
dents off the newly seeded dirt.
Johnson said plans are for the March of 1996.

The construction should
continue throughout the
rest of the year. The
goal is to have the entire
project done by
March of 1996.
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Students returning to
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c’asses with new pathways made during the summer.

Speech

Students react to President’s letter
By Sarah Harvey
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

In addition to class schedules
and billing information, returning
San Jose State students received
something a little different in their
mailboxes in August - letters from
SJSU president, Robert L. Caret.
Calling SJSU a "metropolitan
university," the letter mentions
plans and steps taken by the university intended to improve campus climate, technology, and service.
"The letter is a real basic communication with students," said
campus spokeswoman Lori Stahl.
"The president wants to let students know he is interested and
concerned about their welfare."
Students’ reactions to the letter
have varied.
"I didn’t think much of it," said
freshman psychology major, Katie

Koss.
"The intention
!lied
good, but I think it was just a little
vague. It didn’t tell me much."
Patricia Mackenzie, a junior
majoring in business, agrees the
letter was vague, but said that the
president even sent out a letter
makes her feel optimistic about
the school’s future.
"I was glad to hear that we finally
have a president that’s attempting
to communicate to the student
body," she said. "I know things
were difficult last semester, but
maybe things will start getting better now."
Referring to concerns raised last
semester about campus climate
and diversity issues, the president’s
letter announces the appointment
of Gabriel Reyes as Special
Assistant to the President for campus climate. Reyes said he hopes to
act as a communicator between
the university and student groups.

Reyes was formally the Dire( toi of
Equity Research and Analytical
Services.
Briefly mentioned in the president’s letter is a desire by Caret to
improve
customer
service.
Though specific programs for
improvement were not mentioned, according to Stahl, the
president has asked university staff
to examine how they interact with
students and ask, "Can we
improve?"
Social Sciences major Alex
Chavarria said looking at student
service on campus is important.
"Customer service is what’s
needed around here," he said.
"We’ve forgotten that in a lot of
departments of the school."
Koss disagreed. "That sounded
weird to me," she said. "(The letter) didn’t say what the president is
really doing about customer service."

PHOTO BY JAY CLENDENIN
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Interpreter Maria Smyrniotis signs for Caret and his audience.
Social Science Department
Open Classes
Asian American Studies Program
*AAS 20(1)
TR
’AAS 20 (2)
TR
AAS 33A (4)
MWF
AAS 175(1)
AAS 191 (1)
TR
*AAS 193(1)
TR
*AAS 193 (2)
TR
*AAS 193 (3)
*AAS 193(80)
(Monterey Campus)
Cultural Pluralism Program
CP
191 (1)
TR
*CP
193(1)
TR
TR
’CP
193(2)
’CP
193(3)
’CP
193 (80)
(Monterey Campus)
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Social Science
TR
SOCS 177(1)
SOCS 178 (80)
(Monterey Campus)
TR
’SOCS 193(1)
TR
*SOCS 193 (2)
’SOCS 193(3)
’SOCS 193 (80)
(Monterey Campus)
MWF
SOCS 194 (1)
TR
SOCS 195 (1)
MWF
SOCS 195 (3)
MWF
SOCS 195 (4)
SOCS 195 (80)
(Monterey Campus)
SOCS 196A (1)
Women’s Studies Program
’WOMS 20 (1)
TR
WOMS 20 (2)
TR
WOMS 101 (1)
TR
WOMS 101 (3)
MWF
WOMS 101 (4)
MWF
WOMS 110(1)
MWF
’WOMS 193(1)
TR
’WOMS 193 (2)
TR
’WOMS 193 (3)
’WOMS 193 (80)
(Monterey Campus)
WOMS 201A (1)
Cross-listed course

0900-1015
1030-1145
1030-1120
1800-2045
1200-1315
0900-1015
1330-1445
1800-2045
0800-1045

Hase
Hase
Choi/Gutierrez
Do
Ng
Jarrah
Helmbold
Alaniz
Alaniz

1030-1145
0900-1015
1330-1445
1800-2045
0800-1045

Guiterrez
Jarrah
Helmbold
Alaniz
Alaniz

1200-1315
1600-1845

Guiterrez
Hanna

0900-1015
1330-1445
1800-2045
0800-1045

Jarrah
Helmbold
Alaniz
Alaniz

1230-1320
1200-1315
0930-1020
1030-1120
1100-1345

Guiterrez
Hill
Do
Boyd
Kolozsvari

1230-1430

Lim

0900-1015
1030-1145
0730-0845
1030-1120
1130-1220
1330-1420
0900-1015
1330-1445
1800-2045
0800-1045

Hase
Hase
Bengiveno
Polatnick
Polatnick
Boyd
Ja..ah
Helmbold
Alaniz
Alaniz

1800-2045

Helmbold

From page 1
resources and enrollment management.
Reporting progress in all of
these areas, Caret said the
momentum of the changes will be
maintained through the efforts of
individuals and groups responsible for these projects.
For the next two semesters university officials will concentrate on
improving the retention and graduation rates of students, and the
realignment of available resources
with the academic division. Caret
said the university can no longer
do more and more with less and
less and it must set its priorities
and allow more resources to flow
to those areas that are most important at this juncture of our evolution.
Donning a Spartan baseball cap,
Caret encouraged faculty and staff
to help work on the university’s
image in the community by getting involved outside the campus.
Stressing that they should wear a
pin, a hat or shirt with a logo and
let people know they’re there on
behalf of the university and proud
of it.
The hour-long speech, peppered with good humor, was full
of energy, optimism and a vision
for the future. It ended in
applause and met with some favorable comments from faculty members.
"(The message) had more vigor
than we’ve had in a long time,"
said Pat Nichols of the Linguistics
and Language Department.
"He is impressive, bright, energetic and committed," said an
instructor from the Education
Administration office.
Caret will talk in more detail
about the future of San Jose State
at his Oct. 6 inauguration speech.
The speech will take place at 10
a.m, in the Event Center, where he
will be installed as San Jose State
University’s 23rd president.
Caret’s speech was broadcast
live on KSJS 90.5 FM and is available on the Internet at
http://www.sjsu.edu. For an audio
tape of the address, call (408) 9241120.

Shooting

From page 1
Abeyta said, "don’t walk down
dark alleys. Stay in well lit areas."
Mike Meal, 23, SJSU history
major and president of Sigma
Alpha Mu fraternity, said much of
the problem of violence around
campus stems from drug activity.
He has seen drug dealers near
the Sigma Alpha Mu house. "Cars
would tut drive right up next
door for an apparent drug
deal)," Meek] said.
Meckl said the activity around
campus has caused he and his
friends to be cautious when traveling in the area.
"We just go out in groups," he
said.
Meek] and some members of his
fraternity are organizing a neighborhood watch. ’We stay friendly
with everyone in the area," he
said.
Abeyta said UPD will be around
campus informing students about
safety and what to do to protect
themselves.
Students should feel free to take
advantage of UPD services like the
escort service and should use the
blue emergency telephones located around campus if they feel
threatened or have an emergency.
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Reyes: To meet with campus community

From page 1
pus officials clashed over a racial
incident in Admissions and
Records and adequate air-time for
minority viewpoints on KSJS, the
campus radio station.
According to Reyes, these issues,
as well as a dedication to improving the status of under represented populations on campus, led
President Caret to create a position that would help establish longterm strategies and alert the
administration to immediate problems.
Reyes hopes to achieve these two
goals by meeting with community
representatives and discussing the

Provost
From page 1
resource manager who
worked closely with Bain at
CSU Northridge described
her as "a highly principled,
professional and intelligent
person."
"She possesses reflective
management style, is open
to input and really responsible. You guys (SJSU) are very
lucky," Bowman said. He
said Bain was a fair and considerate person who adopted
an open-door policy with her
students and campus.
At SJSU, Bain will work
with the campus community
to set academic goals, develop educational support services for students and to
establish ways to make these
services more student friend"With budget cuts, there’s
a need to look at the academic goals and prioritize
them, Bain said. "I hope to
work with the campus community to do so and to
improve the quality of services for students."
Bain earned a bachelor’s
degree in physical education
and English, and a master’s
in physical education from
Illinois State University, and
a doctorate in physical education and learning theory
from the University of
Wisconsin at Madison. Bain
is also the author of several
books and articles.

by one, a task he admits
is daunting.
"My biggest obstacle is time,"
Reyes said. "There are many
groups that must be heard."
One of those groups is the Black
Student Union. In spring, the BSU
played a major role in protests on
campus following the Admissions
and Records incident, calling for
the dismissal of both Michael Day
and a campus administrator.
Day, an employee in Admissions
and Records, was arrested for disturbing the peace following a heated argument with a student. The
event touched off a campus controversy, and according to thenBSU president Jerome Martin,
brought the entire concept of campus climate to the forefront of university consciousness.
Martin believes administrative
decisions such as the hiring of
Reyes have been the direct result
of demands made by the BSU.
"We feel our organization was a
major driver in establishing the
position," Martin said.
President Caret acknowledges
that the BSU’s protests played a
role in his decision to hire the
Special Assistant, but he maintains
that Reyes filled an inevitable hole
in the campus structure.
"I knew even during my interview process that this campus
would need somebody," Caret said.
"There is no doubt this position is
necessary.
15.41.1es one

"I was planning uii beginning
the process this fall. That is the difference," Caret said.
Now, Caret and Reyes are planning for spring and an evaluation
of the Special Assistant’s effects on
campus climate. The two are
developing a strategy involving a
committee of students, staff and
faculty to examine the Special
Assistant position and decide the
future of the post, a future which
may or may riot include Reyes.
"In some ways its up t,i
(Reyes)," Caret said. "If he likes
the
and enjoys it, he may
stay.
That would be fine with Martin.
who said he is pleased with the
selection of Reyes, calling him
qualified and trustworthy. Still,
Martin is concerned the effectiveness of the Special Assistant position may be limited.
"This may be putting a Band-Aid
on the wound," Martin said.
"Pretty soon we may need surgery."
Martin is especially concerned
with the temporary status of the
Special Assistant. "The word temporary is scary," he said.
"I hope that it’s not temporary,"
said Martin. "I hope that the scope
of the position relieves the stress of
racism and oppression that have
existed on this campus. That
requires more than one year."
Caret agrees. "The function of
the position needs to continue
somehow," he said. "The issues will

shift and we will have to stay with
them. We’re looking at how to
make the entire campus climate
better."
The president believes Reyes will
bring universal improvement to
the campus condition.
"I chose Gabe Reyes," said Caret,
"because he viewed the concept of
campus climate as a climate for
success for everybody."
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INGERSTICK RESEARCH STUDY
Chem Trak is a medical company located in Sunnyvale, CA,
which develops home-testing medical tests. We will be
performing a study to evaluate two fingerstick devices. We
would like you to come to our company and help us test
both fingerstick devices. You will be asked to stick your
finger and put several drops of blood on a piece of paper.
We will then ask you to repeat the procedure using another
fingerstick device. We would like to hear your opinion
regarding the devices and will ask you to answer several
questions. One or both of the fingerstick devices may then
be used in our future home-collection AIDS (HIV antibody)
kit. However, no HIV testing will be performed on your
samples; we will measure the amount of blood collected on
the paper then discard the paper containing your blood.
This study requires only a single visit. Volunteers must be
at least 18 years old. Volunteers will be compensated $25.
For information or to volunteer, please call the Study
Coordinator at 408-773-8156,

START TO FINISH
also comes a
full line of of

SPECIAL EQUIPMENT
SALE PACKAGE
Ala

the coolest
clothing and

TREK Vision 30 Light
TREK Std. U Lock
TREK Microlite Helmet

accessories

ig Alp

TREK 800 SPORT
Mountain Bike +
EQUIPMENT PKG ABOVE

SALE $279.99
TREK 700
Hybrid Bike +
EQUIPMENT PKG ABOVE

SALE $309.99
HOLLYWOOD CAR RACK
SALE S39.95

AU. 1995 BIKES
ON SALE OVER
3,000 BIKES
IN STOCK TOO
MANY SPECIALS
TO UST SALE
PRICES GOOD
WHILE SUPPUES
LAST

v

it Berkeley
grad student
Kevin Roberts
gets his bike
stuff at START
FINISH

tst.
AM CONVENIENT
BAY AREA SHOPS
Cciii 1-800-600BIKE
IN SANTA CLARA
1171 Homestead Rood at Jackson
1408/261-7420
Also in San Francisco, Fremont, Berkeley,
San Rafael and Mill Volley

CHECK OUT OUR WEB PAGE: http://www.s11 com/
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to put off doing something, especially out of habitual carelessness or laziness.
Announcing Sega Channel.
Unlimited play and constant
access via cable TV to a
changing monthly menu
of up to fiD video games.
Just s14.95 per month.

Studying
IUST GOT HARD!

SISAI

CHANNEL..
SEGA GENESIS." is required SEGA and GENESIS are trademarks of SEGA SEGA
CHANNEL is a servicemark and trademark of SEGA 01995 SEGA Channel
All riots reserved

_

t

Sega Channel Campus Tour
Visits: San Jose State
Wed. 8/30 & Thurs. 8/31
10 am 5 pm
Student Union
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Wilson
strategy:
Governor bets GOP
voters will overlook
his pro-abortion
stand as Dole falters
By John King
California Go,.. Pete Wilson’s
formula for winning the White
House begins with two risky calculations: Bob Dole will falter, and
most social conservatives will look
beyond his support of abortion
rights
After that, the plan is a bit more
conventional.
The
Wilson
strategy
is
Anil!)
on
pegged
PoliaJ
wounding or
actually beating
Analysis
front-runner
Dole in New
Hampshire,
winning Arizona and then taking
several early New England primaries for momentum heading
into bigger battles in Florida and
across the Midwest.
Thesi appear to be lofty hopes
for a candidate who started organizing later than most of his rivals.
keeps losing his voice, is well back
in national polls and is even a distant second- to Dole in his home
state of California.
But as Wilson prepares for a
seven-state tour this week that he
is billing as his formal campaign
kickoff, he and his aides make the
case that Dole is vulnerable and
that Wilson is best positioned to
step in because of his experience
as a governor taking action on the
issues at the heart of the GOP
campaign.
"The front-runner’s dilemma is
there is no way to go but down,
said George Gorton, Wilson’s campaign manager.
When voters begin focusing on
issues instead of names, "that is
when we begin to change the
polls," Wilson said in an interview.
"That is my history"
Wilson is anchoring his campaign on a "not just talk but
action" pitch centered on five
issues he believes will give him
conservative appeal despite his history as a GOP moderate: fighting
illegal immigration, repealing
affirmative action, tough anticrime views, welfare reform and
state budget-cutting.
"I am not just the first (among
the candidates) to publicly address
these issues, I am the only one
who has done something about
them," Wilson said.
A glaring omission is abortion,
where Wilson’s position that the
"government has no business making so intensely personal a decision" puts him at odds with the
Republican Party platform and
social conservatives ascendant in
GOP affairs.
If he wins the nomination,
Wilson promises to try to remove
the anti-abortion plank from the
1996 platform. But his reluctance
to make that a central campaign
theme has raised questions about
how much of a fight he would
wage.
To critics, it is also evidence of
Wilson as chameleon, a politician
all too willing to bend or change
his views to fit with the times.

San Jose State University

Dole lead shrinks
NEW YORK
(AP)
Presidential candidate Bob
Dole’s support among potential
Republican voters has slipped in
the past month, according to a
poll from CNN and Time.
In choosing among the
Republican candidates, S5 percent support Dole, the Senate
majority leader; 9 percent Sen.
Phil Gramm and 8 percent commentator Pat Buchanan. A
month ago Dole had 42 percent, Buchanan 11, Gramm 10.
The undecided shot up from 16
percent to 25 percent.

SPARTAN DAILY

Official Wilson launch bears ’heard that’ baggage
SACRAMENTO (AP) Gov. Pete Wilson
officially launches his presidential campaign
today while lagging in polls and finding only
mixed support from fellow California
Republican politicians.
The two-term governor will travel to
Battery Park in New York City to announce
something he’s been telling voters for months
that he’s running for president.
This time, aides say, the announcement is
formal, part of a five-day coast-to-coast tour.
Wilson. 62, a former U.S. senator, mayor of
San Diego and advance man for Richard
Nixon, has experienced a bumpy ride during

Dexter’s

his first foray into national politics.
The once-moderate Wilson has shifted
steadily to the right in his quest for GOP support, but thus far that movement appears to
have accomplished little.
He remains down in the polls, far behind
Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole. He is
dogged by the perception he has flip-flopped
on critical issues, such as affirmative action
and the environment.
Minor throat surgery turned into a major
problem when his slower-than-expected
recovery hampered speech-making and fundraising.

His Golden State, once a showpiece, has
been damaged by a recession.
In the balky Legislature, about half of the
three dozen Republicans responding to an
informal Associated Press survey said they
supported Wilson for president.
The rest were undecided or supported
other candidates. The most popular second
choice: Gramm, the favorite of 10 Republican
lawmakers.
None chose Dole who Wilson trails 2-to1 in polls among California Republicans
and none selected conservative California
congressman Robert Dornan.

not his usual self.
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BUY I. GET I.

FREE
Buy any 6 inch sandwich and a
medium drink, get a second 6 inch
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ty our free delivery ($15 min)

475 E. San Carlos St.
call or fax orders 408 288.5676
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394 University Ave, Suite
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408-295-8886
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Life can be complicated. AT&T True Savings is simple. Just spend $10 a month on long distance
and we’ll subtract 25% off your AT&T hill, Spend $50 a month, get 30% off. Guaranteed. This
special offer ends soon, so you’ve got to call 1800 TRUE-ATT to enroll by September 15.
No fees. No lists. And no circles. Thais Your True Choice.’ AT&T.
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Speaker Allen holds the office but little of the power
By Doug Willis
MOM

listed Pte.,.

al Writer

.kssembly Speaker Doris Allen
will never be a powerful political
boss in the mold of former
Speaker Willie Brown
Allen doesn’t iiant to be.
Moreover, her politic al foes are
strong enough to deny her the
speaker’s power even though they
appear helpless to oust her from
the office.
Unless a recall to her Orange
COMM’ home distil, t is successful,
Allen will probabh survive as
speakei until term limns force her

of
the
Intl at the
An AP
end o
next
Political
Year.
But
Allen
Analysis
lacks the two
most important
tools that made
Brown one of nata n’s most powerful legislators for 14 seats the
ability to raise hi ge mummy, of
campaign money t help Ioeal olleagues, and the ability to deliver
votes.
"I’m raising a lot of money, but I
an’t
spend
it
on
other

I’m spending
Alle II told the
Antrim Piess Chili last week,
adding that if she dcs heat the
An, she still doesn’t intend to
tisi the speaker’s office as a
"money machine" for GOP campaigns.
"I am strongly committed to
electing more Republicans. But I
won’t be running a campaign
operation out of the speaker’s
office," Allen said.
"I am not going to be responsi.
ble for raising funds. I have the
rare opportunity to reform the
1,111,11,
/II

.1111 !WI aUSC

sp, eke: ha( k to what the people
will a twilit s leadet who passes
falls on merits."
I hat’s a reform whir h Allen and
odic/ Republicans have heel i ACM)
t ming since they lost the speaker’s
office 25 years ago. But Allen’s
commitment to that reform is dictated by circumstances as much as
by principle.
The 59-year-old Republican gave
and just
a glimpse of who she is
as significantly, who she isn’t in
her first appearance before the
Press Club.
She came across as tougher than

the image her foes paint of her as a
puppet of Brown.
But Allen also revealed the
extent to which she takes the routine insults and blows of political
fights personally. And she also
appeared intent on getting
revenge for past political slights.
She has no apologies for accepting the support of Brown and his
Democratic colleagues to win the
speaker’s job over former GOP
leader Jim Brulte in Julie.
"I am speaker for one reason
alone because I alone was able
to put together a majority of votes

in the Assembly. They (Republican
opponents) couldn’t do that," she
said.
’When Mr. Brown said (to
Democrats), ’I’m running for
mayor. Find yourself a Republican
you can support for speaker’
sounded good to me,’ Allen said.
But Allen was surprised at the
hostility of her fellow Republicans,
especially since she has given the
GOP voting majorities on all policy
committees and passed key GOP
tax and crime bills.
Charges that she is a party traitor or puppet of Brown are simply
false, Allen said.
"They don’t really hate Willie
Brown as much as they want to be
Willie Brown," she said. "They
want this position, and they want it
bad.
"I thought we were the party of
the individual. We don’t have to
walk lock-step, and 1 won’t," she
added, describing the Assembly
Republican leadership as "bullies"
and her fellow Orange Count,’ legislators who are leading a recall
against her as "the Orange County
mafia."
Allen, who has gained the support of only five of the Assembly’s
other 39 RepoLlicans since she
became speaker 12 weeks ago,
added that she had "kind of given
up" on winning the support of a
majority of Republicans.
But she said that didn’t matter
because they don’t have the votes
to oust her as speaker, and she predicted they won’t have the votes to
recall her.
"No, I will not walk away. Yes, I
hate it," she said. "I don’t hate the
job. I hate the recall ... I don’t
plan to be recalled."
"I will not walk away from what I
believe to be right because of anybody I don’t care if it’s the governor or the media. ... It’s not an
option I would ever consider."
Allen said the incident that
prompted her to refuse to support
Brulte for speaker and to seek the
job herself was Brulte’s endorsement of then-Assemblyman Ross
Johnson instead of her in a special
election in March to fill a vacant
state Senate seat..
Allen fumed that Johnson, who
moved 30 miles from Fullerton
into her district in order to run for
the Senate seat, was part of dub of
"power brokers" who try to run
Orange County.
Brulte was "stupid" to intervene
and endorse Johnson, Allen said.
She said Brulte lost his first bid
for speaker last December because
he alienated former Assemblyman
Paul Horcher, who bolted from
the GOP and supported Brown.
Allen, who had voted for Brulte
in December, said his mistreatment also alienated her. She won’t
give him another shot at the office
by stepping down no matter
how unpleasant the name-caiiing
gets.
Doug Willis has covered California
politics for The Associated Press fur
more than 25 )wars.
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Free Student Ticket
Information
Free Ticket available week of each
home game at the Event Center
Box Office. Spartan Book Store, and
AS Business Office
Must show current SJSU Student
Enrollment/ Transit Card
For Stanford game only please
show your CUSS schedule and one
other valid ID
FOOTBALL
First 5(0) students free for each
home game
Ticket for SJSU vs. Stanford
Available Mon. 8/21 through
Thurs 8/31 at 3700 pm
No tree student tickets available’
day of game
BIM BASKETBALL
First 1,000 students tree Mt each
home game
SPARTAN SPOKES
For acinuttance to all other athlete,
events present your current SJSU
Enrollment/ Transit Card

ne

BALLY
Fndas. September 1 at 7-00 pm
Student Union Amphitheater
’tertain es c ’ossify. apply tailible in tots)

MI’ I.

FOR MORE TICKET NRXMATION
408 924. 1285
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Reception to celebrate
football centennial
Sponse DiWy Mar

Ytivio oritAstrw Roo,

Offensive line coach Steve
Alexakos gives the
Spartans a few pointers in
hopes of improving last
year’s 3-8 record. Alexakos
is one of several new
c-Tches hired this year. He
,ffensive guard at
VV6.3
SJSU during the 1967 and
1968 seasons and was
drafted by the New
England Patriots in 1969.
He also played for the
Denver Broncos in 1969
and the New York Giants in

1972.

New coaches point in right direction
Staff brings
new attitude
By Jim Seimas
Spartan Deily Star Writer

Every fall, football players
throughout the nation return to
their losing programs with the traditional "new and improved" attitude.
"We’re a year older, more experienced," recite some of the players.

Others preach, "There’s no pressure on us to do well, so we’ll surprise a lot of teams."
And then there’s the 3-8
Spartans, hoping these bold new
statements sink in, pay dividends
and erase the predicted Rodney
Dangerfield ninth place finish in
the Big West Conference.
Defensive line coach Rubin
Carter is one of five new coaches
who are planning a dramatic turnaround before the Spartans enter
the Western Athletic Conference
next season.
And he knows only one thing
will earn the public’s respect.

rHUNGRY?...GOODC

Plate Lunch at Santo’s Japanese Deli

50( off coupon

GLAZED SPARE RIBS
SEASONED FISH

TERIYAKI BEAN
CHINESE CHICKEN

’SPECIALIZING IN JAPANESE GROCERIES’
’WEEKLY DELIVERIES FORM HAWAIr

34,

OPEN 9-6 M-SAT 9-5 ON SUN
oLATE LUNCHES SERVED BETWEEN 11A-2P MS.

SANTO MARKET 245 E. Taylor St. San Jose,

CA 95112

( At 6th and Taylor)

295-5406 or 295-7512
VALID ONLY WITH COUPON EXPIRES 9/19/95
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football
-We 11.15e to win, that’s the only
thing that’ll do it," Carter said.
And to achieve that goal, coach
John Ralston helped hand-pick:
IN Carter: All-America defensive
lineman for University of Miami in
1973. Was chosen by then -Broncos
coach Ralston in the fifth round of
the 1975 NFL draft.
Steve Alexakos, offensive line:
graduate of SJSU. Drafted by New
England Patriots in 1969. Comes
from nationally ranked De la Salle
in Concord, former school of Alli
Ain ew and Patrick Walsh.
Mike Church, defensive coordinator: has 20 years coaching
experience. Comes to SJSU after
serving as defensive coordinator
for Munich Thunder in Munich,
Germany.
MI Richard Rodgers, defensive
backs: after six seasons as an assistant coach for Diablo Valley
College, moves to his first year of
major college level. Participated in
the five-lateral kickoff return, ’The
Play," that gave Cal the game-winningTD to beat Stanford.
Chi is Strausser, tight ends:
comes from Portland State, where
he was the offensive line coach the
past two seasons. He was a quarterback at Chico State.
"We have more of an attitude

that we’ll get the job done," said
guard Cory Jones. ’We feel we can
beat anyone in the nation. We
have a tough schedule with
Stanford, Cal and USC. We think
we can stack even with those
teams."
The team gathered at their new
practice field, adjacent to the
Simpkins Center, with new life. It
was something more than the
fancy cliches that usually accompany a team that has won 5 games in
the past two years. The players
were lean, including the linemen.
The players who may have been
lost in the 21,000 square-foot
Siinpkins Center last season, finally
found the weight room.
"Everybody knew what they had
to do. A lot of guys are a little bit
firmer and harder. It’s a reflection
of the changes. I think the coaches
came together more. They all
wanted to do it this way (getting
everybody in shape)," Jones said.
"It wasn’t a collective thing (last
year). It was all out of sink. A lot of
coaches wanted to do things their
own way."
Maybe the new attitude was a
credit to winning their final two
games last season and the thought
of being able to build off that.
"The linemen went through a
strip program (over the summer).
It’s pretty demanding. You had to
pass a test to see if you were in
shape," Abrew said. "Everybody
passed with flying colors."

Report

Blast from the past and hopefuls for the
future will gather together for a night of
hype and hoopla before the big Stanford
game Saturday.
The Centennial Kickoff reception will be
held Thursday at Simpkins Stadium Center
at 6 p.m. to celebrate the 100 years of football at San Jose State University.
Former football greats will come and
reminisce past glory, and not so glorious,
days. A certain SJSU alum by the name of
Bill Walsh and a krazy" guy named George
will also appear to show their sums trt of the
much anticipated contest between the
Spartans and the Cardinals.
The home opener is the first time
Stanford will be visiting Spartan territory in
SJSU’s football history. Stanford leads the
series 39-10-1.
The Stanford game also introduces "The
Silicon Valley Kickoff Classic," an annual
event at the start of each football season
showcasing the Spartans against non-conference opponents at Spartan Stadium.
This year, SJSU opens with Stanford, next
year California, Wisconsin in 1997;
Washington State in 1998; Oregon State in
1999 and USC in 2000.
SJSU’s football history began on Dec. 14,
1895 when the team’s first intercollegiate
game versus the College of the Pacific
ended in a 6-6 tie. But it wasn’t until Oct.
15, 1898 when the San Jose State Normal
School won its first football victory with a
win over Pacific, 1841.
Here are some more interesting dates in
Spartan Football history:

Fortner mentors
return to fidd

BOB BRONZAN
1950-56, (32-30-5)

retired

BOB TITCHENAL
1957-65, (33-45-1),
retired

Oct. 11, 1900

SJSU and Stanford meet for the first time.
The Stanford Indians win, 3541

410

Jan. 23, 1925

The student body selects Spartans as the
name of the athletic teams over Daniels,
Teachers, Pedagogues, Normals and
Normalities.

"’"’
k’’

Nov. 24, 1932

The Spartans complete their first tint x..11 cn
season, 7-0-2 with a triumph over Webui
State,

Oct. 7, 1933

SJSU defeats San Francisco State, 44-6, in
the first football game played at Spartan
Stadium.

DARRYL ROGERS
1973-75, (22-9-3),
Southern
Connecticut State
athletic director

Nov. 30, 1939
SJSU completes its first perfect season going
13-0 following a 12-0 win over Drake.

Dec. 8, 1941
sisu is scheduled to play the University of
Hawaii, but the game was canceled due to
the Pearl Harbor bombing the previous day.

Dec. 6, 1946
SJSU plays and wins its first post-season bowl
game. The Spartan defeat Utah State, 2(4),
in the Raisin Bowl in Fresno, Calif.

1971
Linebacker Dave Chaney is the first Spartan
to have his jersey number retired at SJSU.
He wore #52.

CLAUDE I311J3ERT
1984-89, (38-30-1),
Defensive
Coordinator at SDSU

Sept. 6, 1980
Tailback Gerald Willhite does his first back
flip in the end zone in the season-opening
28-14 win over Santa Clara.

1990
The Spartans finish the season with a 9-2-1
record and are ranked 20th by the United
Press International and 26th by the
Associated Press.

April 21, 1994
SJSU accepts an invitation tojoin the
Western Athletic Conference and begin
competition in September 1996.

SI’
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JOHN RALSTON
1993-present, (5-17)

SpoRrs CALLNDAR

Friday:
Women’s Volleyball Power Bar Collegiate Invitational
at San Francisco, all day.

Pain reliever/Fever reducer
INDICATIONS: For the temporary relief of
minor aches and pains associated with the
common cold, headache, toothache, owl
cola,* aches, backache, for the minor
of arthritis, for
the pain of menstrual
cramps, and for reduction of fever.

Saturday:
In Men’s Football vs. Stanford at Spartan Stadium, 1:30
p.m.
Women’s Volleyball Power Bar Collegiate Invitational
at San Francisco, all day.

Sunday:
III Men’s soccer vs. CSU Hayward, Spartan Stadium,
7:30 p.m.
Women’s soccer vs. UC Santa Cruz,
Stadium, 5 p.m.

SUMMER’S OVER.
Thank goodness there’s Advil, Advanced medicine for pain;

Pick up your free sample at Spartan Shops.
,nns As* rush MO tong.

inuoralen itrywern dherthel

01401 %%WW1 I shr oalhosrs. Mothrhn N

$5.00 Off
Your Next Haircut

(First time customers only)

Spartan

All tire
Salon

Si 2 North Santa Cruz Avenue, Suite D Los Gatos
354-4849
Valid only with this coupon, offer expires 9/15/95
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Women’s soccer gets first taste of d-feet

Gommihnent
education,
1
ER,

San Jose State’s Katy Doyle defends a Santa
Clara player against scoring on San Jose’s
goalie Cristin Rossman. San Jose State’s

1A - MAR AN DAILY

Gil,.

esuit

women’s soccer team lost its first ever game
against Santa Clara 1-5 Saturday at Hartnell
college in Salinas.
/Come in
before Aug. 31 /
and enter to win

\

Niners trim roster, waive seven
SANTA CLARA, Calif. (AP)
San Frain a. but saw limited duty I. r. an admitted he’s never
Running back Marion Butts and in the preseason and was chastised 1,1111 .1 practice player.
"I thought I pla cd well, but
veteran defensive end Burt for lack if IlIRusit,
Grossman were among seven play"It was .1 .uipi i.. Grossman maybe I’ve got in g, I up and dan«
ers waived by the San Francisco said of his pink slip. But I wasn’t like Junior (Semi .dtei ei, 1, pia \
49ers on Sunday as the team put into nimi in kel situations so I don’t know n hat this %saki Hut
obviously it wan ’t what I did," he
trimmed its roster to the 53-man you have to wonder."
AN for lack of moth’’’. said.
limit.
Also cut were veteran linebacker
Darin Jordan, rookie linebacker
Antonio Armstrong, fourth-year
guard Theo Adams and sixth-year
tight end Tim Jorden. Defensive
end Troy Wilson, who had a history of shoulder and back probleiii,
in two seasons with the 49ers, %%.1,
waived on an injury settlement.
Butts, 29, a six-year veteran who
69 N. San Pedro St.
rushed for 1,225 yards with San
Diego in 1990, had a poor preseaSan Jose
son with the 49ers, gaining only 28
(408) 287-6969
yards on 13 carries.
Grossman, 28, had hoped to
Happy Hour Monday thru Friday 4:30 - 6:30 pm
make a mark as a pass rusher with

25 Drafts

Every Thursday 9-11 pm

8 days in Maui
4 days in
Cabo Son Lucas
’ 2 days in Laughlin, NV

Join now for a special
student rate...
k 1 N. ,,-112F.171

%Ili’

Featuring...
25,000 Square Feet
Open 24 Hours
Stairmasters
Child Care Available
Hammer Strength
Over 100 Classes/wk.

TI( lc I I iv., INt

Treadmills/Lifecycles
Sauna/ Jacuzzi
Kaiser, Cybex
Private Training
Ladies Only Area
Nutrition/ Weight Loss

One Time Enrollment

375 S. THIRD ST. *
40539 ALBRAE ST. 1570 HAMILTON AVE. 1405 FOX WORTHY AVE
SAN JOSE. CA 95112 FREMONT, CA 94538 SAN JOSE, CA 95125 SAN JOSE, CA 95118
TEL. (408) 298-4100 TEL. (510) 659-6342
TEL. (408) 978-1959
TEL. (408) 267-1900
’ First visit only. Processing fee 8 maintenance dues not included. Club amenities may vary club to club.
Must be over 18 years or 14 years with parent. Not valid with any other offer. Must show student ID.

CALIFORNIA STATE EMPLOYEES
CREDIT
),

SAN

UNION

of

SAN

JOSE

\YLashington
quare
deral
red i tUnton

JOSE,

Now On Campus
To Serve All Your Financa

Needs
r)

California State Employees Credit Union &
Washington Square Federal Credit Union
Office Location:
Hours:

EVENTS CENTER 290 South 7th Street
40827108780
9:00A to 5:30P Monday through Friday
24 HOUR ATM on Site
Jennie Z. Meehan
Ceo/ President

1570 West San Carlos Street, San Jose, CA 95126 MAIN OFFICE: 408’295’7464
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1 in 5 with HIV have live AIDS virus in semen

Prostate
study has
a winner
WASHINGION (AP)
The first direct comparison
of two drugs to treat prostate
enlargement shows Hytrin
works better than its fierce
competitor Proscar, a doctor
who conducted the tests has
announced.
listrui "clearly outperforms," Dr. Hebert Lepor of
New York University told the
American Foundation for
Urologic Disease.
Lepor unveiled preliminary results of his studs’ of
over 1.000 prostate patients
last week. The study has not
yet been published or undergone review by prostate
experts.
The findings are inconsistent with past research on
Merck & Co.’s Proscar.
At issue is how to treat the
prostate
noncancerous
enlargement that most men
begin experiencing after age
50. As the walnut-sized gland
enlarges, it squeezes the urethra, making it difficult to
urinate. By age 80, about 80
percent of men experience
symptoms.
The most common treatment has been surgery to
trim the prostate, which
secretes seminal fluid. But
many men shun the operation because of the risk of
complications, and so live
with the unpleasant condition, known as benign
prostate hyperplasia or BPH.

WASHINGTON (Al’) More
than one in every five semen samples from HIV-infected men contain live specimens of the virus that
causes AIDS, demonstrating the
high risk of unprotected sex, even
with men showing no symptoms.
researchers say.
Dr. Ann C. Collier of the
University of Washington. Seattle.
said a study of more than 100
semen samples taken from 16 HIVpositive men over a two-year period found live and infectious virus
22 percent of the time.
Collier said that the appearance
of the virus was intermittent,
appearing in the semen from some
men during one test, but absent
when the same men were tested
later.
"In one way, this is good news,"
said Collier. "If the virus was found
more frequently, then the transmission rate of the disease would
be much higher."
The bad news, she said, is that
nobody can tell when the virus will
be present in the semen of HIV-

Researchers say test shows
the high risk of unprotected sex
positive men.
"We could find no predictors of
who would and who would not be
shedding the virus (through their
semen)," said Collier, a physician
who specializes in infectious diseases.
A report on the study is to be
published in the September issue
of the Journal of Urology, a peerreviewed medical journal of the
American Urological Association.
Researchers from New York
University School of Medicine also
participated in the study.
HIV virus was found less frequently than 22 percent in earlier
semen studies. Collier said her
group found more of the virus
because great care was taken to
start the laboratory work rapidly.
Each specimen was placed into a
cycle of tests immediately after it

Immigrant groups settle
’green card’ suit with INS
SACRAMENTO (API
Hie
U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service will be able to
require permanent resident immigrants to renew their "green
cards" and charge them a $70 fee,
under a settlement in federal
court.
The settlement in the classaction lawsuit was approved by
U.S. District Court Judge Edward
Garcia.

itge,)pRiNtiNG
A Full Service Printing & Copying

COPY 21’2
i2Olbs White Paper Auto Fit)

93 E. Santa Clara (Between 2nd & 3rd) 297-6698
3583 Stevens Creek Blvd. (Corner of San Thomas) 241-3614
With This Coloon

"We believe it’s a fair settlement
and we are pleased the litigation is
completed," said INS spokesman
Robert Stieve.
The groups that filed the lawsuit
won several concessions in the
agreement, including a delay in
the renewal deadline until March
20, 1996.
Steve Rosenbaum of California
Rural Legal Assistance said the settlement "does not eliminate the
green card replacement program,
but it achieves the class members’
goals."
The CRLA and other groups
filed suit alleging that the INS
requirement would be an unfair
burden on immigrants who were
originally promised that their
green cards were permanent. The
groups said the requirement
would especially burden the poor,
elderly and disabled.
The settlement provides a
longer application period.

Ex.kires 9-29-95

College of Applied
Sciences and Arts
ha, pen section- fur any interested Sit- students. We are looking for hard working
individuals who enjoy challenging courses within the fields of Aviation. Gerontology.
Health Science. Ilealth Professions. Hospitality Management. Iltunkui Performance.
Technology. Nutrition..lournalism. and Packaging.

Course
So.

Sect

Code

Title

01
1\ IA 02
As.R0 108 01
.ER() 137 01
;ER0/11S230 01
I IN** 100W 11
11PRF 135 01
IPRF 135 14
I
115
01
H 195
01
H 196E
01
HPN1 108 01
I HIM 143 01
I I -TM 145 02
HPN1 149 01
ii) .P 2B
02
IICP 3
02
11113 8
01
I 11:P 8
03
MVP 9A/B

01145
II
0783
07701
19335
08083
08089
08109
18129
16171
17671
08215
18719
17679
08299
08305
08311
08315

I II
I II
I II
I II
I II

08331
08387
08389
08487
08599
08849
08851
08853
08855
18757
08869
08893
08895
08925
08927
08095
00003
18823
16487
15309
15323
15329
13893
1622.

Aviat Sci
TR 0730-0845
Aviation Dept 924-0580
111111 in Later Life T 1800-2045
Debra David
924-3294*
Elder Care NIultiel R 1200-1445 D3
Long Term Care
T 1330-1615
Writing Workshop R 1730-2015 Z
Judith Monahan 924-3150
Hhh Multiculture 111’ 1330-1445 S+V Bonnie Beckler 924-2900*
Huth Multiculture
R
1430-1715 8+V
Human Life Span
1400-1645 S+11 Health Science 924-2970*
Prey Stra Outreach M 1730-2015
Proact Prey McSys R 1800-2045
HSPNI Info. Sys.
1800-2045
Kate Sullivan 924-3007*
NIrkt. Seg. Tourism T 1800-2045
Fund/Hotel Op.
TR 0730-0845
Manag. Hotel Prop M 1800-2045
Intermed Swim
Al% 1030-1120
Human Performance 924-3010*
Long Dist Swim
Mki, 1230-1320
Scuba Diving
MA 1330-1445
Scuba Diving
TR 1330-144.5
Sailing
I 1330-1620 or
Sailing
R 1330-1620
Adv. Volleyball
MW 1030-1120
Beg. Racquetball MW 0830-0920
Beg. Racquetball
TR 0930-1020
Cross Training
MW 08.30-0920
Adv. Scuba
TR 1030-1120
Cad Fundmt.
MW 0730-0820
David or Rosemary 924-3190*
Cad Fundmt.
TR 1630-1720
Cad Fundmt. Lab M 0830-1120
Cad Fundmt. Lab W 0830-1120
Fund/Arch Graphic MW 1130-1420
Basic Elect.
MW 1630-1920
Elec Mfg Tech* R
1930-2120
Laboratory
T
1930-2120
Quality Mgmt.
T
1230-1420
H
Laboratory
1230-1520
Pr-Pres/Imag.Con MM 1230-1520
Al
Tech* + Civil
1630-1920 R+Y
Teclinlg + Civil
’FR 1430-1550 R+V
NI% 1630-1745
Vi,ual Common
School of Journalism 924-324(1
Num in Space
NI
1530-1620
Nutrition Dept. 924-3100*
Intro Prin (’kg
W 0830-1120
Packg Prod Systms TR 1630-1920
1330-1620
Dyn ( )unloor Rec T
Sarallyn Boyd 924-3000*
Park Nfizi /0p
T
1800-2045

P 14(
22 1
P 22A
P 36
P 106
DS 020
NDS 020
INDS 020L
INDS 0201,

01
01
02
02
01
01
02
01
02
03
Ds 060
01
INns 106
01
Its 106
02
I 130
01
I
Y)
02
)- 186
01
IND, 198
02
I\
198
08
\ ’OM 06A 01
NI I s 1968 01
VI 50
01
1’1 155
01
EC L 94
01
WU 196A 01
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was collected. l’he tests included
culturing and also an amplification
capable of detecting even a very
small population of virus.
In blood tests, all of the patients
tested positive for the AIDS virus
every time they were examined,
the study said.
Dr. Robert Gallo, the National
Institutes of Health researcher
who co-discovered the AIDS virus,
said the findings are new, but "not
surprising."
"With better and better laboratory, technology, the discovered frequency of HIV in semen will go
higher and higher," he said. "If
you get good enough technology,
it may well be that you will find the
virus in all semen from seropositive men."
Gallo was co-author of a 1984
study in which the virus was isolat-

ed in semen. He said the detection
techniques have been substantially
improved since.
the researcher also said the new
findings, once again, emphasize
tbe wisdom of practicing safe sex.
Collier said even the taking of
anti-viral drugs did not assure
virus-free semen. The rate of virus
detection was the same in patients
on AIDS drugs as in patients not
taking medications.
"People who are sexually active
should be aware that HIV could be
in the semen at any time, and that
means people should be cautious
all of the time," said Collier.
"There is no way to look at a person or do an examination or
depend on a sexual history that
can assure the semen is virus-free.
One needs to assume that everybody has it all the time."
Public health authorities recommend that all sexually active people practice safe sex by wearing
condoms during each exposure,
but even this carries some risk.
Only monogamy with a uninfected

partner or abstinence assures no
sexual transmission of HIV.
Collier said the study should
serve as a warning to some couples
who have proposed that sperm
from an HIV-positive partner be
used for artificial insemination.
She said this was thought possible
because some studies have shown
that the virus appeared in the
sperm only rarely. But she said the
new work shows that, in fact, the
virus is in semen almost a quarter
of the time and there is no way to
predict when that will be.
Some women whose husbands
are HIV-positive have sought ways
to use the man’s semen safely to
have babies through artificial
insemination.
Collier said the HIV virus was
found in both the sperm and the
seminal fluids of the semen.
AIDS, acquired immune deficiency syndrome, is caused by HIV,
the human immunodeficiency
virus. The virus is spread most
often through an exchange of
body fluids.

Pac Man founder
named in sex suit

Chrysler
wants latch
test sealed

in his Fairmont Hotel suite in San
The Japanese tycoon who Jose after he invited her to lunch
founded thevideo company that in the hotel restaurant.
produces Pac Man has been sued
When she went to his room,
by an employee who says she was according to the suit, Nakamura
forced to have sex with him to kissed and fondled her while she
keep her job.
stop him.
The suit, filed in Santa Clara tried to
"Do you want to lose your job?"
County Superior Court, accuses
68-year-old Masaya Nakamura, he allegedly asked her when she
chairman of Namco Hometek refused to have sex. "You know
Inc., of forcing Fukiko Davis, 47, to what I can do."
The suit also says that female
have sex with him on three occasions. Hometek is the largest video workers were expected to act as
arcade chain in the United States "hostess" when Nakamura visited
with 350 locations including San San Jose by serving him food,
Francisco, Hayward, Milpitas and straightening up his office and
San Jose.
hotel suite and performing other
Davis, a manager of administra- menial tasks not required of male
tion who is now on paid leave, employees.
claims that when she tried to fend
It claims Nakamura’s penchant
off Nakamura’s advances the first
time, he held her down and said in for having "attractive female
Japanese, "Look closely at the man employee? cater to him was "wellwho is raping you," according to known."
Namco Hometek Inc. makes
the complaint
Calls for comment were software for home video game sysreferred to Hometek attorney tems. It is a subsidiary of Namco
William Stein of Los Angeles, who Ltd. ofJapan. Nakamura founded
did not immediately respond to the company in 1955 in Japan and
calls from The Associated Press on turned it into a major producer of
Friday
video games.
The Santa Clara County district
The suit, filed earlier this
press
office
did
not
attorney’s
month, names parent company
charges in the case because there
Nakamura, Hometek
was not enough evidence, Deputy Namco Ltd.,
Victoria president Yoshinori Homma and
Attorney
District
director Shunji lid. It alleges sexuDwinnells said.
In her lawsuit, Davis said the al harassment, sexual discriminafirst incident between Davis and tion and retaliation. Nakamura
Nakamura took place in May 1994 also is accused of battery.
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES (AP)
The
government
and
Chrysler Corp. want secrecy
for test results that found a
that a latch on the carmaker’s minivans could open in
crashes and allow passengers
to be flung out, it was reported.
"I think what I really hear
you saying is that if these
tapes were released, the public would get so scared that
they would all go dashing to
their Chrysler dealer and say
that they want the latch
replaced tomorrow," U.S.
District Court judge Gladys
Kessler told a Chrysler
lawyer at a recent hearing.
Another hearing is scheduled for today.
The Los Angeles Times,
citing sources familiar with
the U.S. government test
results, reported that as of
March, investigators had
documented 151 highway
accidents in which Chrysler
minivan latches opened,
"which may have resulted in
as many as 107 ejections
from the vehicles, 76 injuries
and 32 fatalities."
Chrysler has denied any safety defect but on March 27
announced it would offer
free replacements for the
rear hatch latches on some 4
million minivans made
between 1984 and 1994.

DISCOVER THE MEANING OF LIFE:
ENROLL IN A PHILOSOPHY COURSE

G.E. CLASSES IN PHILOS
COURSE
Phil 10
Phil 10
Phil 10
Phil 10
Phil 10
Phil 10
Phil 57
Phil 57
Phil 57
Phil 57
Phil 57
Phil 61
Phil 61
Phil 61
Phil 61
Phil 70A
Phil 706
Phil 103
Phil 103
Phil 107
Phil 116
Phil 116
Phil 116
Phil 116
Phil 122

SEC#
sec. 05
sec. 06
sec. 07
sec. 09
sec 11
sec. 12
sec. 01
sec. 05
sec. 06
sec. 07
sec. 08
sec. 05
sec. 06
sec. 07
sec 08
sec. 01
sec 01
sec. 01
sec. 02
sec. 01
sec. 04
sec. 05
sec. 08
sec. 13
sec 01

Y WHICH HAVE SEATS AVAILABLE

TITLE
Intro to Philosophy
Intro to Philosophy
Intro to Philosophy
Intro. to Philosophy
Intro. to Philosophy
Intro. to Philosophy
Logic/Crit. Reasoning
Logic/Crit. Reasoning
Logic/Crit. Reasoning
Logic/Crit. Reasoning
Logic/Crit. Reasoning
Moral Issues
Moral Issues
Moral Issues
Moral Issues
Hisory Anc/Med Phil
History of Modern Phil
Phil. of the Person
Phil of the Person
Phil 8 Literature
Prof /Business Ethics
Prof./Business Ethics
Prof./Business Ethics
Prof./Business Ethics
Social Justice
teettiflustIttt

TIME/DAY
1130-1220 MWF
1200-1315 TR
1230-1320 MWF
1330-1445 TR
1900-2145W
1900-2145 R
0930-1020 MWF
1230-1320 MWF
1330-1445 MW
1330-1445 TR
1900-2145 R
1330-1445 MW
1330-1445 TR
1500-1615 TR
1900-21459
1600-1845 T
1600-1845 R
0830-0920 MWF
1900-2145 R
0930-1020 MWF
1030-1120 MWF
1030-1145 TR
1230-1320 MWF
1900-2145 R
1030-1145 TR
1900-2145 R

G.E. AREA;.
C2
C2
C2
C2
C2
C2
A3
A3
A3
A3
A3
C2
C2
C2
C2
C2
C2
S. H
S. H
V
S. H
S, Y
S, Y
S, Y
Y _
S. Y

=m
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Celluloid cyber-hit is a digital stretch, but . . .

The Net’
By Elizabeth Weise
Amedeled !me Weer

In this summer’s cyber-hit "The
Net," the bad guys manage to
erase Sandra Bullock’s identity, tap
in to her on-line chats and kill her
boyfriend by changing his prescription.
Given the inroads computers
have made into our day-to-day existence, how close to real life is any
of this?
First this business about a program which with one keystroke
can worm its way in to any computer system anywhere the one that
Angela Bennett (Bullock) stumbles across to trigger the chase.
Thus far, there’s no one-stop
shopping program for hackers,
though Dan Farmer’s SATAN program does a good job of finding
security flaws in most systems.
But once they’re found, it still
takes a fair amount of computer
background to actually get into
any given system. Having the main
menu of the Justice Department
pop up on your screen after you
hit Enter is beyond current programs.
In the film, Bennett is seduced
by a suave Brit who lures her with
his state-of-the-art laptop computer
(a nerd can’t be that dangerous,
can he?) and by quoting lines from
her favorite movies.
The bad guys discover her interest in tall, dark and handsome
men by eavesdropping on her
comments in an on-line chat.
Seeing as how everyone in the
chat room she hangs out in goes
by a handle, she had no way of
knowing who’s actually there. Of
course, knowing when she logged
in might be a little difficult, but
just lurking in the background is

SpartAerobics
Sign up Today!

could it really happen?

records and a host of other bits of
information that make up our byte
trail.
While it’s not impossible at
attack one or two of these systems,
to get to all of them at the same
time is almost inconceivable.
"It can’t be done. None of these
networks are directly connected to
the other. It would be very difficult
and probably impossible for someone to erase another person’s
identity," said Mike Godwin, lawyer
for the Electronic Frontier
Foundation.
"Technically, it would presuppose that there was this big mother
computer someplace which had all
the data on everyone. But systems
are independent. To hit one system and take (the person out)
would mean there was no data
redundancy, but that’s not true,"
added Donald Ingrahm, assistant
district attorney for Alameda
County, and a member of their
high-tech crime team.
Not only that, but although
almost every business now uses
computers, most of those systems
aren t linked to the Internet.
For example, in the movie the
bad guys substitute penicillin for
antihistamine in a prescription for
Bullock’s boyfriend landing
him in the hospital because he’s
allergic to penicillin something
they know from reading his medical records, also conveniently kept

It’s a great plot feature, but very
unlikely. A pharmacy or hospital
wouldn’t keep its records on a
computer system available to the
Intri net any more than you would
upload your checking account
information to your America Online account. There’s no reason to,
and lots of good reasons not to.
Still, the movie does a good job
of touching on fears which are
becoming increasingly realistic. As
more and more information is
available on-line, the privacy of the
individual becomes more vulnerable. And the best deiense against
the vulnerability isn’t readily available.
"There is a technical solution to
the problem, and that solution is
encryption," points out David
Sobel, legal council for the

APgrA’it

Fall 95
Sign Up in The Birsness Office

Electronic Privacy Information
Center.
"But unfortunately, the government has held back the development and deployment of that technology. So to the extent that tour
networks are now somewhat insecure, a lot of the fault lies with the
government." he said.
Of course, there’s one very glaring error in the entire movie,
which throws everything else into
doubt.
"There is no chance," Godwin
noted in e-mail, "that Angela
Bennett, an attractive, intelligent
woman, could be part of the notoriously mail-dominated hacker
community and without a date on
a Saturday night."

Session #1 Sept. 5-Oct.29 \
register for Session #1 Aug 21 Sept 16

Session #2 Oct. 30-Dec.22

register for Session *2 Oct. 16-Nov.11

Sign-up dates:
Volleyball
Flag Football
Indoor Soccer
Floor Hockey

Drop-in Dates Sept. 5-Dec. 8

Francais

Chinese 130

Newspaper Reading
Code # 16581,3 units
11:30-12:30, MWF
in BC 125
For further details, please call
Fu Tan at 924-4595

NOW OFFERING

French Conversation
Fren 5 Code *16287
MW 1530-1700
3 units
Call Dr. VanHooff
at 924-4620

*wine tasting
* yoga
*river rafting
*beer making
associated students

amPus
urvivalis
IN THE DORM

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL

924.6200

Upright cordless phone
won’t tie you down

il Voice -activated
micro answerer

CCT circuitry provides excellent
clarity and range. Handy baseto -handset paging.

Don’t miss important calls

when you’re not in your
room. Remote operation.

Survival
check list
J Phone cords and accessories
_1 Alarm clock or clock radio

59"

49"

,.13 loosme

+43- 752MB

? TV, VCR and video accessories
J

Security devices

? Computer and accessories
L-1

24"

Batteries

-3 Stereo equipment, speakers
and audio accessories

Basic trim phone
saves space

Lighted keypad for dialing
in the dark. Three colors.

Michael magic
on the charts

In Television & Theatre
ENROLL NOW
in The Business of Show Business
If you are interested or experiencul in:
Publicity
Marketing
Grant Writing
Advertising
Telemarketing
Photography
Accounting
Graphic Arts
Call John Higgins
924-4551
Independent study grants, work study
$$$ Programs SU
& paid pioaitAona available
Claes TA 195 MWF 1:30P-2:20P
or by arrangement.

tijr:eZ
*womens self defense
*martial arts
*reno/shopping trips
*rock climbing – and much more

campus
recreation

Register Now!

Whae 443585M8 Almond
043.586MB Gray. 043587MB

V Learn & Earn 111

NEW

Class

GEAR UP FOR

easl.hey know about her favorite
movies because they’ve tracked her
viewing habits by rifling around in
the data base of the video store she
frequents. Of all the hacks in the
movie, that’s probably one of the
easiest.
If she rents from a large video
chain which tracks its inventory
from store to store, each franchise
probably links in to a centralized
inventory system several times a
day to update which shops need
what movies. Because the chain
would want customers to be able to
walk into any store and just give
their name to rent movies, account
information would probably be
and
available on their network
to anyone who broke in to it.
Given a little "social engineering," it’s amazing what a given
company’s technical support will
tell strangers on the phone it
wouldn’t be too hard to get in to a
system like that if it didn’t have
high level security.
But when it comes to erasing
someone’s identity, we’re definitely
in the realm of science fiction.
Digitally, each of us is made up
of an enormous number of data
points our driver license, social
security number, bank account
information, voters registration,
library card, credit cards, tax

LOS ANGELES (AP)
Michael Jackson’s new single is
making sales chart HIStory.
"You Are Not Alone" has
become the first song to debut at
No. 1 on the singles charts, his
record company said.
In one week of sales between
Aug. 15 and Tuesday, the single
sold 120,286 copies for the top
spot on Billboard’s Hot 100, Sony
Music said.
Jackson’s new album, "HIStory:
Past, Present, and Future, Book
1," is No. 15 on the charts. It is
Jackson’s first album since he settled child molestation allegation
for a reported $15 million.
Jackson’s single "Scream" from
the "HIStory" album set a record
when it entered the chart at No. 5.
It beat the Beatles’ "Let It Be,"
which entered the chart at No. 6
in 1970.

Aug. 30-Sept. 22
Aug. 30-Sept. 22
Sept. 25-Oct. 20
Oct 9-Oct. 27 -I,

pen Recreation

Elizabeth Weise can be reached
at weiseewell.com

New

13

? Heavy-duty flashlight

34"

79"

J

AM/FM cassette music
system with [-Bass

EACH

J Part-time job

(see the manager of
your local Radio Shack store)

Compact speakers let you share
the music, headphones let you
listen privately oiir 1209MB

Shielded die-cast
2 -way A/V speaker
Great for use near PC
or TV. 4" woofer and
1" soft -dome tweeter.

y

Black 040 2048MB White 040-20591,111

0
1.11.111111.1.1.1

Smoke alarm

19"

z -- --

Indoor TV/FM antenna
improves reception

--#1C9111.0

AC accessories to power your dorm

rota Ars

MB=

4 -outlet adapter. 2-prong. .6,2629.113
2 99
6 -outlet surge protector in metal hOusing..s,-2,39.4i, 22.99
6 -outlet adapter. For 3 -prong outlets. 08,2822Me .
3.99
6 -outlet power strip. Master on/off switch. 812150M. 8.99
Single -outlet spike protector. 461.2781MB
6.99
6-ft. 3 -outlet ext. cord. whits, .6, 2144MB Brown 081.2745MB
1.99
9-ft. 3-outlet ext. cord. Wenn eel posin Brown 081-2747MB
2. 39
15-ft. 3-outlet extension cord..61-274fwe .
3.49

Microcassette
recorder
Great for recording class
notes. Easy one -hand
operation. Two speeds.
014 1159MH

^

Radio lhaek
Gift ?Express

We can wrap a gift, add a card and ship it
anywhere in the US via FedEx delivery
service. For a store near you or to order, call

.....--=ina....r..-...__

1 -800 -THE -SHACK-

1 1

Fine-tuning control tor clearer
picture and sound
t5 1808MB

IN THE CLASSROOM

39"

1

welt

39"
Scientific calculator
Stores up to 12 frequently ine
formulas arid runs them with

lust a few keystrokes

465 808MB

^1.0-

49"

Advanced thesaurus
Small enough to carry in
purse

yr,cr

Franklm is a rawstored trati..,
LlacIronrc Publosho, ’

.

backpack or

Poen arrival partcoateia Radio Snack ewes and deaters

Items not ayalahre a, a oarttcroat.ng Wore
can be sow* ordow isubarr It aswiadIrtyl in the adverhsed pee A Dartcoal.no slot8 we offor
v.!
DrOdUel is son out incierwidee Radio SOWS NNW% and naneniseee my no,
RP Pit ItCronno .n Ms ad Or 0100 Or enema mar nor dem adenine, 1^7-es , awe -raw, 00
aerrea are available anon iepuest at stores It’ inspection INTOre sate
e. e
d
r’
1ry3hon5 t400 One Tandy Center fort Worth TS 18102 Feeb traele,,

ronowaive

THE REPAIR SHOP
-

Rachel !Meek

’ou’ve got questions.

We’ve

got :.tnswers.sm

Ratio/km*1
Out of whack? Out of warranty? We fix
most maior brands of out -of -warranty
electronics For a store near you call

1 -800-THE -SHACK"
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[-For father, daughter, new CSU
site becomes basic training
SEASIDE (Al’)
Sending a
child off to college is a bittersweet espetience under normal
circumstances. It was even more
so for Bob Roseler, who helped
his daughter move into her
domi a stone’s throw from where
he went through barn training.
Rustler’s daughter, Heidi.
joined hundreds of other new
students last week moving into
what once were soldiers’ barracks
at Fort Ord now the newest
California State University campus.
Registration and orientation
for the 550 students in the cam-

pus first freshman class began
Thursday. Claws start this week.
"I could hit a golf ball from
here to where I was," said
Rosrler, who did basic training
there in 1969. "It was just up that
hill."
Heidi Roseler, 18, of Meadow
Vista and others starting at the
new site said they were excited
about the role they will play in
shaping a new campus.
"I decided to come here
because it’s new and it has no
reputation," Roseler’s room-Nana
Thayer
of
mate,
Mammoth Likes. said. "We can

create our own reputation."
Construction crews were still
at work, painting buildings and
finishing the dormitory lounge.
People carrying in luggage
and furniture had to dodge forklifts.
Tyana Thayer’s father, Bob,
was impressed that imiversity officials were able to open the
school so quit kly, considering
the federal government conveyed the land to the university
only a year ago.
"This place just seems to be
electric with excitement," he
said.

Join
Get the experience that will set you apa!:t
from the crowd when looking for that
job after graduation. Take Advertising 116
cind learn valuable sales techniques and
computer programs that are used in the
advertising industry.
Come yand see what it’s all about or
just,register for Adv 116, course #

Gain Experience
Earn 3 Units
Internship Possibilities
$$$ Commissions $$$
And it’s fun!!!

Armor All
ad flawed
agency says
AN( .1 1.1.8 (Al’)
felevision ads misled viewers when
they said Armor All Protection
beat the "other product" at keeping cars’ vinyl shiny and clean, an
advertising industry watchdog
group said this week.
The Better Business Bureau
National Advertising Division said
Armor All Products Inc. withdrew
the ad in response to its criticism,
but Armor All disputed the claim.
"The advertisement has already
run its full schedule," said Melanie
Day, a spokeswoman for the
Orange County company. It will
be replaced by a new promotion,
she said.
The comparison commercial,
showing Armor All Protectant outperformed its leading competitor
in protecting vinyl against fading
cl discolormg in strong sunlight,
was based on flawed test practices,
and the result "was an overstatement," according to an NAD statement.
The company denied its ad was
unfair or misleading, but said it
would take the group’s concerns
into consideration in future ads.
Corp.,
a
Brands
First
Connecticut firm that makes Son
of a Gun protectant, filed a complaint with the industry group several months ago. Son of a Gun was
not named in the ad, but the
"other brand" bottle was identical.
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On a horse,
of course
Hospital rehab languishes
when physical therapists put
their patients in the saddle
By Jan Cienski
Amociaied Press Writer

A sudden New Hampshire rain
shower sends 9-year-old Lauren
Boynton running into some nearby stables, seeking cover on a midsummer day after berry-picking
and a romp through a lawn sprinkler.
She carries one crutch bright
pink, her favorite color but
doesn’t really use it.
Eighteen months ago, Lauren
could barely sit upright in a chair
because of cerebral palsy. She used
a walker or two crutches.
Getting her out of a hospital
rehabilitation room and onto
horseback made all the difference,
say those who treat her.
"A kid who gets tired after 20
minutes in a hospital here I can
get an hour out of him," said Edie
Tomasko, executive director of
UpReach Therapeutic Riding
Center, where Lauren rides.
Physical therapists are putting
into practice what many healthy
people have always known: Taking
a hike in the woods or going snorkeling is more fun than walking on
a treadmill in a gym, tugging on
weights or doing other repetitive
LOS ANGELES (AP) A Luniexercises in a hospital or rehabilily illness has forced Ringo Starr tation center.
and his All-Starr Band to scratch
"Therapists have always been
the remaining dates on their U.S. looking for ways to make people
tour.
more active, so they don’t say, ’I
Starr returned to England lost my leg and my life is over,"
Friday to tend to the sick relative said Jim Coombes, executive direcand canceled appearances in tor of the National Amputee Golf
Reno, Monterey, Santa Barbara Association.
and San Diego, publicist Elizabeth
Despite the progress of patients
Freund said.
like Lauren, however, some insurFreund declined to identify the ance companies are wary of paying
relative or elaborate on the nature for recreational therapy like ridof the illness.
John Entwistle of the Who, and ing, saying not enough research
Randy Bachman of Bachman has been done to prove such activiTurner Overdrive are regular ties work.
"We have to have published
members of the All-Starr Band.
The group was joined at a recent reports," said Susan Leahey, a
and
appearance in Los Angeles by spokeswoman for Blue Cross "We
Guns N’ Roses guitarist Slash and’ Blue Shield of Massachusetts.
would need a track record of statisEagles alumnus Joe Walsh.
tics, data and results. None of that
is done yet."
Leahey’s company, which covers
about 2 million people, does not
pay for horseback riding, snorkeling or other types of physical therapy done outside a hospital or conventional rehabilitation center.
LOS ANGELES (Al’) Nurses in
ITT Hartford Life Insurance
the nation’s second-largest school Cos. of Simsbury, Conn., has spondistrict will no longer be able to sored outdoor wilderness experisend poor sick kids to public ences for people injured on the
health clinics because the finan- job and is willing to try other altercially strapped county is closing native therapies, said spokesmany of its clinics.
woman Mamie (;oodnian.
Campus nurses routinely refer
tens of thousands of indigent children to the county’s 45 health clinics each year. But the county plans
A fast-movto shutter 34 of 45 clinics by Oct. 1
SAN DIEGO (AP)
to help close a $1.2 billion budget
ing wildfire threatened dozens of
gap.
homes Sunday afternoon in the
Uninsured or underinsured stuRancho Penasquitos area of San
dents, who make up the bulk of
Diego. No injuries were immedithe Los Angeles Unified School
ately reported, firefighters said.
The fire started about 3 p.m.
District’s 629,000 pupils, may now
be forced to wait until they’re sick
on Black Mountain and quickly
enough to visit an emergency
spread toward the neighborhood
oom.
about 25 miles north of down-

Ringo makes
an early exit

Schools face
health crisis

"We have found it makes a lot of
financial sense to look at a variety
of wars of getting people back to
work," Goodman said. "We are
looking veiy deeply into these
activities."
ITT’s group disability plan covers more than 1.5 million workers
nationwide.
Richard Coorsh, spokesman for
Health Insurance Association of
America, an industry group, said
most private insurers will look at
doctors’ recommendations on a
case-by-case basis.
UpReach treats people with disabilities ranging from cerebral
palsy to cystic fibrosis, as well as
amputees and stroke victims.
People who ride the horses at
UpReach have a prescription from
a doctor. They mount horses using
a wheelchair ramp, then ride with
a volunteer on either side and a
third person leading the horse.
Riding is the closest exercise to
walking, Tomasko said. The
horse’s gait rotates the patients’
hips, forces them to use their
trunk muscles for balance and
warms the muscles. Brushing the
horse after riding strengthens arm
muscles.
Hippotherapy, as horse therapi
is known, is just one of a growing
number of alternative therapies.
Tim Skelly, coordinator of water
services at St. David’s Rehabilitation Hospital in Austin, Texas,
teaches snorkeling for pain management and spinal cord injuries
because water allows people to get
into positions they can’t achieve
on dry land and helps patients stay
fit so they don’t end up in a hospital again.
Practitioners of alternative therapy acknowledge there is a lack of
research on the effectiveness of
such exercise.
"There’s no proof that (hippotherapy) is better but I’d bet my
house on it," Tomasko said.
Sandra Houle, a physical therapist who runs the New England
Rehabilitation Hospital’s riding
program, said the hospital has to
show the therapy has enabled
patients to do things like getting
out of wheelchairs or living independently before it can get insurance payments..
Lisa Culver, a spokeswoman for
the American Physical Therapy
Association, said many insurance
companies are being too cautious.
"They are looking at a horse or a
pool instead of at the techniques
being applied." she said.

San Diego wildfire threatens homes
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town, firefighters said.
The California Department of
Forestry estimated more than 100
acres were charred by 6 p.m.
No houses were damaged,
although at one point the fire
came within a few hundred feet
of several homes before C-130 air
tankers dumped retardant on the
flames.
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Writer says she found missing quotes in libel case

Grisham’s
agent dies
NEW YORK (AP) -Jay S.
Garon, the New York literary
agent who took a chance on
an unknown lawyer and discovered best-selling author
John Grisham, has died of a
pulmonary embolism. He
was 71.
In 1987, Garon received
three unsolicited chapters
from a Mississippi lawyer.
The chapters had been
rejected by 30 other agents.
Caron took Grisham on
and, after the book was
rejected by 15 publishers,
found a publisher.
Ultimately, Garon sold the
movie rights to the book, "A
Time to Kill," for $6 million.
Agent and author would
go on to make multimillion dollar deals for such thrillers
as "The Firm," "The Pelican
Brief" and "The Client."

determined by the first jury in the
case to have been fabricated.
Masson was skeptical of the
claim.
"I don’t believe it," he said
Friday. "I believe she sat down and
wrote them, fabricated them.
That’s her specialty.
"This is the adult version of the
dog ate my homework. Except in
this case, the dog is regurgitating
the notes after 12 years. My feeling
is we should let a court or handwriting expert decide who is telling
the truth."
The discovery of the notes probably will not have much impact on
the 12-year-old case, Bostwick said.
Malcolm won the defamation
suit after a second San Francisco

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -Janet
Malcolm, the New Yorker writer
sued for libel by Freudian analyst
Jeffrey Masson for allegedly fabricating quotes, says she has found
the missing notes containing three
quotes at the center of the case.
Malcolm’s 2-year-old granddaughter was playing in Malcolm’s
summer home in Sheffield, Mass.,
two weeks ago when she knocked
the notes out of some books and
pamphlets on a shelf where they
had gone undetected since
Malcolm moved there in 1983, said
her attoniey, Gary Bostwick.
The thin, red notebook contains
pencilled notes with quotes in
which Masson reportedly said he
would turn Sigmund Freud’s
home into a place of, "sex, women
and fun," and described himself as
an "intellectual gigolo" who would
some day be known as "the greatest analyst who ever lived."
Those are the three quotes

NOTRE PEP Re y
Friday, September 1, 7:00pm
Stan Morrison, Emcee

How you benefit:
Maximun class size of 15 students
Four full length practice tests
Free extra help
Classes grouped by ability
Satisfaction guaranteed

Enroll Now For:
PT 50 - Introduction to the principles of packaging
Code number: 15323
Class times:
W 0830-1120
Units:
3.0 lecture
Pre-requisites: None
Room:
IS 114

Program will include:
Yell Fest Competition Cheerleaders
The Spartan Marching Band Dance Team
KOME Giveaway Van
and
Head Coach John

(1) minimum ol 10 people per group
(2) cheers must not exceed 90 seconds
(3) no outside props can be used
Winners’ representative will carry the flag for Spartan Football team
and will receive In -game recognition.
Any failure to abide by the rules will lead to disqualification.

Call nov for information!
1 -800-2 -REVIEW

For further information contact:
Dr. Jorge Marcondes, IS 207, Phone 924-3210

Sign up by Thursday, August 31, 3:00pm
or call the Athletics Department 924-1285

(Ilassi ted

PR PERSON Fast Growing Nat’l
Franchise involved in graphics/
sign business. Morning hours.
Great oppty. for advancement.
Sunnyvale area. 243-7388.
SALES, INSIDE PT for students
with great voices, good non, uni
cation, and the desire to make
money. Sue 995-5905 hiring now
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
mailing our circulars. For info
call 1-301-306-1207.
$35,000/YR INCOME potential.
Reading books. Toll Free
1-898-9778 Ext. R-2236 for
details.
540,000/YR. INCOME potential.
Home Typists/ PC users. Toll Free
1-800-898-9778 Ext. T 2236
for listings

Certsin advertisements In
these columns may refer the
raider to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
addltIonI Information.
Classified readers should be
rentridsd that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
moray for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
caseAdfy investigate di firms
ollerIng erviplornent MOWS
acoupons for discount
vacations or rnerohand I se.

Phone: 924-3277 FAX:
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
with scheduled increases.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Full-time or Part-time
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
FULL TRAINING
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
Medical/Dental Insurance
WEEKLY PAY CHECKS!
Apply Mon.- Fri. 8am - 5pm,
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Bled. Santa Clara.
Nee: 101 at San Tomas Expressway.

TUTORING
SKILLED TUTORING SERVICES
will provide the foundation to sail
through your accounting courses
effortlessly. Come away with a
thorough grasp dccurse material.
One hour appointments at $22.50.
Call 374-5150.

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Crsers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student -Family Mufti-car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLJGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2,

SERVICES
WRMNG HELP. Fast professional
editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Letters, reports, essays, statements articles, etc. For more
info please call Dave Bolick,
510401-9554. Emergencies 0.K
VISA/MASTERCARD, FAX.

WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former WORD PROCESSING
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also HAYWARI).FROVIONTUMON CRY
avail. Friendly. caring, confidential.
Wordprocessing & typing;
Convenient Peninsula location. Academic & Bus, work accepted!!
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
ReportsthesesMLA/Turabian
Samples 8. references available.
formats; Expert in APA (4th ed.)
Chinese & other langs. spoken. WP 5.1/6.0 - Laser Printer- FM
Foreigners welcome! Call today 7 days a week 7:00am-9:00 pm.
for free phone consultation:
SUZANNE SCOTT
(415) 525-0505...ask for Daniel.
510.441-0504 or 510-489-9794.

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock.
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Earn up Fusion. Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
to $2,000+/month. World travel. Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
Seasonal & full-time positions. No
exp necessary. For info. call
1-206-634-0468 ext. C60411.

FASTEST TYPIST IN SAN JOSE!
Accuracy is my specialty. Fast turn
around. Resumes, student papers,
correspondence. Wonted with SJSU
students for 15 years. Located 10
minutes from campus. Reasonable
rates. Satisfaction Guaranteed!!!
AA
dcne- always. Call Jane at
Perfect Paper, (408) 937.0373.

DAILY CLASSIRED - LOCAL RATES

SCHOLARSHIPS

FOR RENT

CASH FOR COLLEGE -300.000 2110RM APARMENI-4750/MO.
grants available. No repayments,
Security type building
ever. Qualify immediately. 1-800- Secure Parking
243-2435 (1-800-AID2-HELP).
Close In
Modern Building
GUARAPfTED
Free Basic Cable service
SCHOLARSHIPS & GRANTS
Laundry Room
Ultimate Financial Opportunity
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
for College Students.
14081 295-6893.
Everyone Qualifies.
Don’t wart! Call now!
CLEAN& QUET1 2 BR. 1 EIA APTS.
UFO NETWORK
Near SJSU & Japantown $675/mo.
510451-3773
Call 408238.7777
FREE FINANCIAL AIDI Over $6
SUMMERWIND
Billion in private sector grants & THE LARGEST 2 & 3 BEDROOM
scholarships is now available. All APARTMENT HOMES IN THE AREA!
students are eligible regardless
1.000 to 1.400 SQ. ft.
of grades, mane, or warts nxme.
W/D hook ups
Huge Clubhouse
Let us help. Call Student Financial
Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
Resident activities
Minutes to campus
F60411.
2 Swimming pools
Racquetball & Tennis Courts
GREEK MESSAGES
Basketball Courts
Rents from $825.00 month!
$1000 FUNDRAISER
408-279-2300
Fraternities, Sororities & Student
organizations. You’ve seen credlt card OFFICE FOR RENT
fundraisers before, but you’ve never Suitable for typing. auditing
seen the Citibank fundraiser that Near University. Good location.
pays $5.O0 Par apcicaban. Cal Dome Phone 297-2697.
at 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified Sleeping room can be discussed.
callers receive a FREE camera.

SPORTS/THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINE?
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
Freefall. Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

SHARED HOUSING
CHEAP RENT - S150. IN EXCHANGE
for dog & house sittirg Must ne
female, dog lover & a grad student
Avail 9/1. Call 436-0842.
ROOM W/ PRIVATE BATH and
kitchen privileges in a large
beautiful Almaden home. Conservative family looking for quiet, nonsmoking female. 5450/month.
Call 268-9112,

.FOR N
..ATIONAL AGENCv RATES CALL

408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
OMIllElEll=l1=1110111111OLIMMEDDElCIDEliall
MODOE=C111111=DEJOMME111111101111=
COE1DElDEMI1001311=011=111=0111=
111=E1171111DEED=MOLIMEEDMErlE11-1(117

Two Three
Ono
Days
Day
Days
$9
$7
3 lines
$5
$10
4 fines
$11
$8
$11
5 fines
$7
$9
$12
$10
lbws
$S
$1 for each additional line.

Please check
one classification:

Nana

Ad Rats.: 3 -line minimum
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Five

AddrOSS

$13
$14
$15
$16

tn9&tiax

Dints

7,p crOp

Send check or money order to:
Spartan Daily Clandfloda
After the fifth day, rate Increases by $1 per day. San Jose Stab" Unlvaralty
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
15-19 lineS: $110

3-9 lines: $70

Ralston

Yell Fest Competition Rules

THE
PRINCETON
REVIEW

Enroll now for PT 50 in the Fall ’95 and be part of an
experience that will enhance your education and will
open new doors of opportunities.

The SPARTAN DAILY
CASHIERS NEEDED at newly
makes no claim for products or remodeled downtown Chevron
services advertised below nor Is station. All shifts available,
there any guarantee Implied. The flexible hours. Apply in person
classified =arras of the Spartan @ 147 E. Santa Clara St.
Daily consist of peid advertising
and offerings are not approved or 1)AutoCAD DRAFTER
verified by the newspaper.
Design probe card for testing IC
2)QC ENGR. TECHNICIAN
Assistant for QC tech.
Entry level F/T, P/T.
EMPLOYMENT
MS Excel required.
SUBSTITUTES-FLEXIBLE HOURS. Send resume to JEM America,
Small World Schools is hiring 3000 Laurelview Ct. Fremont.
substitute teachers for our 14 CA 94538 or Fax 510-683-970.
Preschool & school -age daycare
programs. 6-12 units n ECE. Rec. MAIN STET ATHLETIC CLUB he.
Psych. SOC, Of Ed required. Exp. is looking for professional motivatpreferred. This is a great position ed individuals to fill sales. promofor students. We can work around tional and marketing positions.
your school schedule even if Call 371-7144,
you are only available 1 or 2
DAYCARE TEACHERS. Small
afternoons. Call 379-3200.
World Schools is hiring teachers
PART TIME CHILD CARE / light for our school -age daycare prohousekeeping. Exp. required. ECD grams. 6-12 units in ECE, Rec,
Psych, Soc. or Ed req. Experience
major preferred. Lori 729-5450.
preferred. Most positions are
BICYCLE M(SSMER SERVICE. 2 - 5:30 or 2:30 - 6, M-F. Short
Part-time. am/pm shifts. Serving morning shifts are also available.
Downtown Sambse Appty it person. Call 379-3200.
22 West Saint John. San Jose.
(6 EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to 5120/week!
EARN UP TO $60-$80 PER DAY
Become a Sperm Donor.
on weekends. Exciting, new
children’s entertainment company Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
is looking for 4 or 5 drivers. Must Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
have pick-up truck. Some heavy Contact California Cryobank
lifting involved. Contact California 415-324-1900. M -F. 8-5pm.
FunJump at 1-800667 5867.
SKI RESORTS HIRING - Ski
1)LIVE-IN W/DISABLED adult, Resorts are now hiring for many
positions this winter. Up to
rent
for
staying
ovei
nights.
free
2)Asslat disabled adults in their 52.000+ in salary & benefits.
Vertical Employment Group:
Call
homes: PT / FT. 57.21/hour. Call
Greater Cpportunities@248-4464. (206) 6344469 ext. V60411.

Siasson’s Lase is on appeal but
the notes cannot be introduced as
new evidence unless it is retried.
The chances of that are pretty
slim, Bostwick said.
The Ninth Circuit Court of
Appeal most likely will hear oral
arguments on the appeal in
January.
Malcolm’s attorney turned the
composition book over to the
opposing counsel and the court.
He also filed copies in the thick
record that has accumulated in the

after she already won the cast,"
Bostwick said. "She didn’t need to
make it up today, she needed .o
make it up five years ago."
The fact that Malcolm could i,ot
locate the handwritten notes c..intaMing the three quotes had
always cast doubt on her case.
They could not be found in taped
transcripts, either.
She had produced typewritten
records of the quotes, but said she
could not find the original handwritten notes.

GMATGRELSATMCAT

Is Informative?
Will Open Your Future Employment Opportunities?
Can Lead You To An Exciting Career?
Relates To Current Societal and Environmental Issues?

Schedule Information:

federal court trial last year. It was
retried because the original jury
could not agree on an amount of
damages to award Masson, who
claimed his career was ruined by
the profile Malcolm wrote for The
New Yorker magazine in 1983.
The second jury found on Nov.
2 that only two of five contested
quotes were fabricated. But since
the jury held that neither quote
was libelous, they awarded Masson
no damages.
Neither of the contested quotes
is in the red notebook.
Bostwick said it wouldn’t make
any sense for Malcolm to try to
recreate the notes now.
"If she were going to make them
up, she wouldn’t make them up

at Student Union Amphitheater

Looking For A Class That...

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed n the immediate
afea. Full-time/parttime openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
International Bartenders School.
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III Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid E No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
CIUDSTIONST CALL (406) 924-3277

_Campus Clubs* _Rental Housing
Greek Messages* _Snared ,-(a.s,
Real Estate
Events.
_Announcements* _Services.
_Lost and Found.. _Healtrt/Beauty.
_Sportsfihnlls.
_Volunteers*
_insurance
_For Sale*
__Autos For Sale _Entertainment*
_Computers Etc _Travel
_Tutonng.
_Wanted.
_ _Employment
_Word Processinc
_Scholarships
Opportunities

Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required
- Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campw, community

924-3282

ANNOUNCEMENTS

REAL ESTAT1

STUDIENT DENTAL PLAN?
Only $57.00 per year
Save 30%- 60%
on your dental needs,
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

GOVT FORECLOSED homes for
pennies or $1 Deiinquent Tax,
Repo’s. REO’s Your Area. Toil Free
1-800-898-9778 Ext. H-2236 for
current h stings.

DAILY
CROS SWORD
oil/appear tn the next issue.
ACROSS
1 Jezebel’s
husband
5 Colorless
9 Entr*-intermission
13 Break in the
action
14 South American
animal
16 Basketball
great Monroe
17 Minstrel
19 Down in
the dumps
20 North African
country
21 Plots
23 - ahead
24 Diver’s milieu
25 Fanatical
28 Couple
31 Nonsensical
35 Malicious
36 Molded
38 And not
39 Home
entertainment
source
42 Be ill
43 Calm
44 Nylons
45 Skin feature
47 Curve
48 Sharpens
49 Jewel
51 Poet’s always
52 Part of FBI
56 Marble figures
60 Modem Persia
61 Dentifrice
63 Present
64 Nevada lake
65 Actress
Tierney
66 Hardens
67 Turkey. e g
68 Mild cheese
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DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11

12
15
18
22
25
26
27
28
29
30
32

Can province
Throw hard
Sleep like Sunfish
Braid
Hawkeye
portrayer
- -tzu
Small ostriches
Greece’s sea
Reassure
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Shade trees
Curved lines
Reared
Alpine heroine
Summarize
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Not here
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Loop
Sea eagles
Sault - Marie
First lady

Chemical
compound
41 Dearth
46 Representalives
48 Mound
50 Marshal Dillon
51 Lucy’s
neighbor
52 Sweet sticky
fruits
53 Toledo’s lake
54 Foolish
55 Bread unrt
56 Stash
57 Utilized
58 Sicilian volcano
59 Appear
62 Expression of
surprise
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WHO SAYS YOU HAVE
TO READ A BOOK TO GET
SOMETHING OUT OF IT?
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FREE PITCHER OF SODA
With a purchase of any Large PIZZA
(Pub)

PEPS/

WII

Only one coupon per customer visa Coupon old
through 9/30/95 Coupon may not be combined with
any other offer or coupon Only original coupons accepted

Drop by Spartan Bookstore and pick up your free coupon book. Throughout it you’ll find big savings from merchants all over
campus. While you’re there check out our huge selection of Macintosh products all at special student discounts. In addition
you’ll find great back -to -school prices on binders, backpacks, day planners, and everything else you need to get back to work.
Stop by soon though, because the savings won’t last and neither will the coupon books.
EXTENDED HOURS: Monday, Aug 28 -Thursday, Aug 31 7-9 Friday Sept 1 7-6

Saturday Sept 2 10-5

Closed Sunday, Sept 3 and Monday Sept 4

